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Abstract
The present doctoral thesis is concerned, on the one hand, with the investi-
gation of the decay probability in a quantum billiard, and, on the other, the re-
alization of the double-slit experiment in microwave billiards. For both purposes
transmission elements of the scattering matrix are experimentally measured in
microwave cavities with regular and chaotic dynamics. One or more pieces of the
billiards’ boundary are removed and the leaked outward field is investigated. The
general aim is to distinguish the effect of the billiard dynamics on the temporal
decay behaviour and on the interference patterns.
The decay probability in an open quantum billiard can be explored by means
of the scattering matrix formalismus derived in the framework of nuclear physics.
In a circular billiard, archetype of regular systems, the opening breaks the spatial
symmetry causing a splitting of the degenerate states observable at low frequen-
cies. One state of the doublet remains unaffected contributing to the long-time be-
havior inside the cavity (survival probability), while the short-lived one is strongly
influenced by the opening and decays much faster. The case of chaotic dynamics
is studied by means of a tilted stadium billiard. For sufficiently long times the de-
cay probability shows an essentially nonexponential behaviour. Agreement with
theoretical results derived by Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller is obtained for a few of
the open channels and intermediate times. For both, the circle and the stadium,
the short time decay resembles the classical behaviour.
Furthermore, a double-slit experiment is performed with a wave packet start-
ing inside a microwave billiard domain, both for regular and chaotic dynamics.
Stationary and temporal patterns formed by the leaking of the wave packet are ex-
perimentally determined. The evolution of a directed initial state is constructed
by means of the electromagnetic propagator. Also single-slit experiments are
carried out and compared with the corresponding double-slit experiments.
The present work sheds light on the fundamental question of the decay of
open quantum systems and provides plentiful information about the structure of
the diffracted field from microwave billards with a double-slit on the boundary
connecting classical properties with the corresponding quantum features in both
cases.

Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit bescha¨ftigt sich, zum einen, mit der Untersuchung
der Zerfallswahrscheinlichkeit in einem Quantenbillard und, zum anderen, mit
der Durchfu¨hrung des Doppeltspaltexperiments in Mikrowellenbillards. Fu¨r beide
Zwecke werden Transmissionselemente der Streumatrix in Mikrowellenkavita¨ten
mit regula¨rer und chaotischer Dynamik experimentell gemessen. Ein oder mehrere
Stu¨cke der Billiardberandung werden entfernt und das auslaufende Feld wird
weitreichend betrachtet. Hauptziel ist, den Effekt der Billarddynamik auf das
zeitliche Zerfallsverhalten und Interferenzmuster zu unterscheiden.
Die Zerfallswahrscheinlichkeit in einem offenen Quantenbillard kann mittels
des Streumatrix-Formalismus aus der Kernphysik untersucht werden. In einem
Kreisbillard, Archetyp eines regula¨ren Systems, bricht die O¨ffnung die o¨rtliche
Symmetrie und bewirkt die Aufspaltung der entarteten Zusta¨nde. Diese ist beob-
achtbar fu¨r niedrige Anregungsfrequenzen. Ein Zustand des Dupplets bleibt un-
beinflusst und tra¨gt zum Langzeitverhalten bei (Aufenthaltswahrscheinlichkeit),
wa¨hrend der kurzlebige stark beeinflusst von der O¨ffnung ist und dementspre-
chend viel schneller zerfa¨llt. Der Fall der chaotischen Dynamik wird mittels eines
abgeschra¨gten Stadiumbilliards untersucht. Fu¨r ausreichend lange Zeiten zeigt die
Zerfallswahrscheinlichkeit ein nicht exponentielles Verhalten. U¨bereinstimmung
mit von Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller entwickelten theoretischen Resultaten wird
fu¨r eine kleine Anzahl von offenen Kana¨len und mittlere Zeiten gefunden. Sowohl
fu¨r das Kreis- als auch fu¨r das Stadiumbilliard na¨hert sich die Kurzzeitdynamik
dem entsprechenden klassichen Verhalten.
Ein Doppeltspaltexperiment wird mit einem in einen Mikrowellenbillard re-
gula¨rer bzw. chaotischer Dynamik startenden Anfangswellenpaket realisiert. Sta-
tiona¨re- und Zeitmuster vom gebeugten Wellenpacket werden experimentell ge-
messen. Die Entwicklung eines ausgerichteten Anfangszustandes wird mit Hilfe
des elektromagnetischen Propagators rekonstruiert. Einzelspaltexperimente wer-
den ebenfalls realisiert und mit den entsprechenden Doppeltspaltexperimenten
verglichen.
Die vorliegende Arbeit wirft Licht auf die grundlegende Frage des Zerfalls ei-
nes offenen Quantensystems und liefert reichlich Information u¨ber die Struktur
des gebeugten Feldes aus Mikrowellenbillards mit Doppelschlitzen am Rand. In
beiden Fa¨llen werden klassische Eigenschaften mit den von analogen Quanten-
systemen verknu¨pft.
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1 Introduction
In 1887, the French mathematician Henri Poincare´ studied the motion of more
than two orbiting bodies in the solar system. His findings led to the development
of a deterministic chaos theory [1, 2]. Small differences in the initial conditions of
the bodies’ motion entailed increasing exponential deviations as time proceeded.
In the next 100 years, chaotic systems received a lot of attention from both the
theoretical [3–7] and the experimental point of view [8–10]. Billiards have played
a decisive role in the understanding of chaotic behaviour. These are bounded
domains in which a point-like particle is confined by infinitely high hard walls
and moves freely [11]. If the particle collides with the walls of the billiard it
is specularly reflected. Billiards are the object of vivid investigation since the
dynamics of the point-like particle depends only on the shape of the billiard, and
may be regular, chaotic or mixed.
The study of quantized systems whose classical analoga exhibit chaotic fea-
tures is covered by the field of so called quantum chaos [5, 7]. It attempts to
build a connection between the theory of quantum mechanics and the classical
dynamics of chaotic systems. In quantum mechanics, the definition of chaos as
sensitive dependence on initial conditions turns out to be futile since the concept
of exponential separation of neighboring trajectories loses its meaning due to the
uncertainty relations. Besides, quantum motion is dynamically stable, i.e. initial
errors propagate only linearly in time according to the Schro¨dinger equation. Lin-
ear instability is a typical feature of classical integrable systems and this contrasts
the exponential instability characterizing classical chaotic systems. Therefore, it
appears that quantum motion always exhibits the characteristic features of clas-
sically integrable, regular motion which is just the opposite of dynamical chaos.
This apparently paradoxical situation can be resolved by introducing a time scale
below which quantum mechanics mimics classical dynamics. This scale is called
the Heisenberg time tH and is defined by the inverse of the mean spacing between
consecutive levels of a quantum system. The dynamics of quantum systems before
and after tH will be discussed in the course of the present doctoral thesis.
The theoretical understanding of quantum chaos rests mainly upon two pillars.
On the one hand, the so called periodic orbit theory has been developed in the
last 50 years [12]. The crucial result of this theory is the trace formula which
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constitutes a semiclassical quantization connecting the level density of quantum
states with the periodic orbits of the corresponding classical system. On the other
hand, Bohigas, Giannoni and Schmit predicted a universal relationship between
the statistical properties of spectra of quantum mechanical systems with chaotic
classical counterpart and random matrix theory [13]. Some mathematical aspects
and theoretical foundations about billiards and the discipline of quantum chaos
are given in Sec. 2.
In contrast to closed billiards, open classical billiards are characterized by an
opening in the boundary through which particles are allowed to escape. Numerical
simulations presented in Sec. 3 show the escape probabilities in open classical
billiards with regular and chaotic dynamics.
Due to the equivalence between the time-independent Schro¨dinger equation
and the scalar Helmholtz equation, the motion of a quantum particle can be exper-
imentally simulated by electromagnetic waves inside two-dimensional microwave
billiards [14]. Microwave billiards are flat resonators into which microwave power
is coupled through dipolar antennas. The details are given in Sec. 2.2. In the
last 20 years experiments using brass microwave cavities have been performed in
several laboratories. Since 1992 the usage of superconducting cavities (made from
niobium or lead-plated copper) at the Institute of Nuclear Physics in Darmstadt
allows most precise studies of spectral properties of quantum chaotic systems
[15, 16]. In contrast to measurements at normal conducting conditions, the ones
at superconducting conditions are characterized by very small ohmic losses at the
cavity walls.
Experimentally, disturbing a system is unavoidable to extract information
from it. In measurements on microwave cavities, the antennas act as scattering
channels and represent a coupling to the outside world. Absorption at the cavity
walls can be modelled by a large number of additional open channels. Thus,
the microwave cavity is an open scattering system. Besides, billiards can also be
opened through small holes on the boundary and interchange energy with the
exterior [17]. In the present doctoral thesis, the temporal decay behaviour and
the structure of the outgoing waves is investigated for microwave billiards with
openings in the walls. The aim is to distinguish between effects caused by regular
and chaotic dynamics. The results are summarized in sections 5 and 6.
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The study of time-dependent manifestations in the field of quantum chaos has
aroused much interest as reflected in a large number of publications (see [18–20]
and references therein). In particular, the quantity defined as survival proba-
bility (also denoted in the literature as return probability [21] or norm-leakage
decay function [22]) is the focus of investigations in several works and it has been
recently explored numerically [21] as well as experimentally in dielectric cavities
[23] and in atom-optic billiards [24, 25]. The central question has been: what is
the probability that an initial set of particles has not left the system until time t.
Another closely related issue is the field of quantum transport which has an ample
spectrum of applications in mesoscopic physics [26–31]. Semiclassical techniques
are usually employed to describe such physical problems [11, 32–34]. Numerical
results concerning the temporal escape law of wave packets in quantum billiards
have been published in [35]. The authors found that the quantum-mechanical
dynamics starts to deviate from the dynamics of its classical counterpart at a
time scale t near tH . For longer times algebraic decay laws are found in [35]
both for regular and chaotic systems. In Sec. 5, the time decay behaviour of
the current leaking out of quantum billiards is experimentally determined. The
outgoing current is defined as the time derivative of the above mentioned survival
probability and can be linked to quantities measured in the experiments through
the theory of open quantum systems. In the present work a large variety of decay
behaviour is found which can be related to resonance widths. As will be shown
the realization of the experiments at superconducting conditions is of great im-
portance for the distinguishability between decay of regular and chaotic billiards.
Cavities with different opening sizes are investigated. The experiments realised
in this doctoral thesis thus shed some light on the fundamental question of the
decay of quantum systems.
At the beginning of the 1800s, Thomas Young performed for the first time
an experiment which still attracts large interest in physics: the interference of
light beams passing through a double slit [36]. This experiment and its outcome
has played a profound role in the development of optics and quantum mechanics
and has been used since as a paradigm to unveil the wave nature of a number
of physical entitites, in particular single electrons [37, 38], neutrons [39], atoms
[40, 41] and molecules [42]. In Sec. 6, single and double slit experiments with mi-
crowave billiards are presented. Interference patterns are analyzed by studying
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the temporal and spatial distribution of the electromagnetic field close to the slits
in the experiments. The aim of this experimental investigation originates from a
numerical simulation of a double-slit experiment in which a Gaussian wave packet
initially confined inside a billiard domain with two slits in the boundary propa-
gates [43]. The simulation revealed a fundamental distinction between diffraction
patterns from billiards with regular and chaotic dynamics, at least for certain
initial conditions.
In this thesis, measurements to verify (or falsify) the predictions of Ref. [43]
have been performed. In order to choose a similar initial state as in the simulation
of [43], the construction of a directed electromagnetic wave packet is achieved.
A connection between classical periodic orbits, the time the wave packet spends
inside the billiard before leaving via the slits and the initial direction of the
wave packet is illustrated. This connection is clearly obtained if the wave packet
sticks on some periodic orbits. Nevertheless, as shown in [43], only the choice of
certain initial directions yield a clear distinction between patterns from regular
and chaotic cavities.
2 Basic principles
2.1 Open classical billiards
The frictionless motion of a particle with mass m and momentum ~p on a plane
billiard table bounded by hard walls represents the simplest situation for demon-
strating regular and chaotic dynamics. The numerical treatment, as opposed to
other systems, does not require the numerical integration of differential equations.
The particles move along straight trajectories until they are reflected at the wall
according to the rules of specular reflection. At a colllision with the wall the
tangential component with respect to the boundary of the particle’s momentum
is not modified whereas the normal component is inverted. In an open classical
billiard particles can escape through an opening of size ∆ in the boundary (see
Fig. 2.1).
A billiard is called regular if the trajectories of two particles diverge after
an initial perturbation at most linearly in time. Examples are billiards with a
4
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Fig. 2.1: Examples of orbits in open classical billiards. In the circle billiard (left
panel), archetyp of regular systems, a triangular periodic orbit (dashed)
and a quasi-periodic one (solid) are shown. In the tilted stadium (right
panel), two trajectories with infinitesimally differing initial conditions
deviate strongly after a few bounces at the boundary.
circular or rectangular shape which in particular are investigated in the present
doctoral thesis. The circular billiard is a rotationally symmetric system and
the dynamics is integrable, the constants of motion being the energy and the
angular momentum. If the reflection angle at the boundary equals α = 2pim/n,
where m and n are integers with no common divisor, the particle moves along a
closed periodic curve in coordinate space (see the dashed orbit in the left panel
of Fig. 2.1). On the contrary, if α is an irrational multiple of pi, the particle
does not return to its original position and it eventually hits all points along the
boundary (see the solid orbit in the left picture of Fig. 2.1). Such orbits are called
quasiperiodic. In an open circle billiard they determine the long-time behaviour
of the survival probability before the particle escapes.
The motion of a point-like particle in a chaotic billiard is unpredictable after
several bounces. An example (see right picture of Fig. 2.1) for such a chaotic
system is the tilted variant of a desymmetrized Bunimovich stadium [44]. A
tilt of the upper segment assures the suppression of marginally stable families of
periodic orbits bouncing between the upper and lower sides of a desymmetrized
Bunimovich stadium (with the shape of a rectangle attached to a quarter circle),
the so called bouncing ball orbits [45]. Consequently, the rectangle is replaced
by a trapezoid. In a stadium billiard slight changes in the initial position and/or
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momentum of the particle lead to large deviations. After just a few collisions
two initially closely lying and nearly parallel trajectories will move apart with
an exponential rate of separation. This lack of predictability and instability are
characteristic features of the dynamics in chaotic billiards and are quantitatively
characterised by a Lyapunov exponent greater than zero1. In the right panel of
Fig. 2.1, two orbits in the tilted stadium are represented with nearly equivalent
initial conditions. The growing rate of separation of the two orbits is clearly
observable. In between the limiting cases of a purely regular and chaotic dynamics
there are some systems exhibiting mixed behaviour [46].
2.2 Quantum and microwave billiards
In quantum mechanics the billiard dynamics is described by the stationary
Schro¨dinger equation
(∆ + k2)ψ(x, y) = 0 k =
p
~
=
√
2mE
~
(2.1)
with the boundary condition
ψ|∂G = 0. (2.2)
Here, m and E are the mass and the energy of the particle, respectively, ψ(x, y)
is the wave function and ∂G is the boundary of the billiard domain G [47]. The
potential is zero inside the billiard and infinite at the walls, which are impenetra-
ble barriers. Set of discrete eigenvalues kn and the corresponding eigenfunctions
ψn constitute the solution of Eq. (2.1).
Let us consider a flat, cylindrical microwave cavity of height d with ideal
conducting walls. The electromagnetic waves inside the billiard are described by
the vectorial Helmholtz equation [48]. It reads
(∆ + k2) ~E(~r) = 0 and (∆ + k2) ~B(~r) = 0 (2.3)
1The Lyapunov exponent is defined as the natural logarithm of the average divergence rate
of nearby points along the orbit.
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for the electric and magnetic fields ~E and ~B inside the resonator, with k = 2pif/c
being the wave number, f the excitation frequency of the electromagnetic waves
and c the velocity of light. In addition, the boundary conditions
n̂× ~E(~r)|∂G = 0 n̂ · ~B(~r)|∂G = 0. (2.4)
hold on the walls of the cavity. The vector n̂ denotes the normal component to
the surfaces of the resonator. We assume the z-axis to be perpendicular to the top
and bottom surface. In our cylindrical geometry, the solutions of Eqs. (2.3) are
categorized according to their polarization direction as transverse magnetic (TM)
modes with Bz=0 or transverse electric (TE) modes with Ez=0. The electric field
for a TM mode can be expressed as
Ez(~r) = E(x, y) cos
(
npiz
d
)
with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . (2.5)
Substituting this expression into Eq. (2.3), the equation for the electrical field
can be rewritten as [
∆ + k2 −
(
npi
d
)2]
Ez(x, y) = 0 (2.6)
with the boundary condition Ez|∂G = 0.
Below the cutoff wave number kmax = 2pifmax/c where fmax = c/2d is the corre-
sponding cutoff frequency, the Eq. (2.6) has solutions only for n = 0 (TM0-modes).
Thus, there is no variation in z-direction of the electrical field and correspondingly
a two dimensional description becomes possible.
Hence, the scalar Helmholtz equation for a quasi two dimensional cavity reads
(∆ + k2)Ez = 0 (2.7)
with the boundary condition Ez|∂G = 0 (cf. Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2)). For frequencies
below fc the scalar Helmholtz equation for the electrical field and the Schro¨dinger
equation of a quantum particle inside a box with infinite hard walls are equivalent
[47]. The cavities used in this work are 5 mm high corresponding to a cutoff
frequency of 30 GHz. Due to the boundary conditions, two dimensional stationary
waves can exist inside the cavity only for certain frequencies. As outlined in Sec. 1,
such frequencies are called resonances and correspond to the cavity modes.
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In conclusion, a microwave billiard provide a system to experimentally in-
vestigate properties of quantum billiards of the same shape since the time inde-
pendent Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) and the scalar Helmholtz equation (2.7) for
TM0 modes are identical below the frequency fmax. Resonance frequencies and
squared electrical fields in microwave billiards are fully equivalent to eigenvalues
and probability densities in quantum billiards, respectively. Hence the investiga-
tion of wave phenomena in two dimensional electromagnetic cavities enables an
experimental access to the study of quantum chaos.
3 Escape probabilities from classical bil-
liards
One of the long standing problems of classical dynamics concerns the escape be-
haviour of an initial set of N particles from open classical billiards [49, 50]. Apart
from the seminal work of Bauer and Bertsch [49], this issue was tackled e.g. in
[51–53]. In [49] systems with chaotic dynamics are shown to decay exponentially,
i.e. dN
dt
∝ e−βt with the decay constant being proportional to the hole size ∆ (see
Fig. 2.1), whereas systems with regular dynamics are found to decay according
to a power law, i.e. dN
dt
∝ t−γ.
Ray tracing simulations for the decay of two open classical billiards (circle and
tilted stadium, see Fig. 2.1) have been performed. For this, a point-like particle
is injected into the billiards at the opening position with 2.5 · 106 equidistant
initial angles. It moves with the velocity of light. As soon as the particle escapes
through the hole, a count is recorded with the time of flight it has taken to leave
the system. This yields the time distribution of the escape probability. The sizes
and shapes of the open billiards used for the numerical simulations coincide with
those of the quantum billiards used in the experiments described in Sec. 5.2.2
(see Fig. 5.3 below). The classical and the quantum decay will be compared in
Secs. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. In the case of the circle, the opening sizes equal 10◦ and
20◦. In the case of the tilted stadium the opening is cut in the tilted side wall
with lengths as large as the opening sizes in the circle billiard.
The classical escape probabilities thus obtained are shown in Fig. 3.1. The
escape probability of the chaotic billiard shown in the upper panel displays an
8
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Fig. 3.1: Numerical simulations of the escape probabilities from the classical bil-
liards shown in Fig. 2.1 (top: stadium, bottom: circle). In the upper
panel the decay of the tilted stadium is plotted together with analyti-
cal predictions e−t/τW . The lower panel shows the decay of the circular
billiards. The inset demonstrates the observed t−2 decay behaviour.
oscillating structure with decreasing amplitude for times up to 10 ns which can
be qualitatively understood as the time it takes for the ensemble of particles
to “feel” the shape of the billiard [19]. For later times an exponential decay is
observed in agreement with the results of [49]. The straight lines in the upper
pannel correspond to the theoretical predictions with a decay constant equal to
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the inverse of the classical dwell time τW defined as
τW =
piA
∆c
, (3.1)
where A is the area of the billiard. For an opening size of 10◦, τW = 23.68 ns
whereas for 20◦, τW = 11.85 ns. A fit to an exponential function e−βt gives
1/β = 24.69 ± 0.06 ns for 10◦ and 1/β = 12.66 ± 0.03 ns for 20◦. In the case of
regular dynamics, the escape probability follows a power-law decay t−γ. A fit to
an algebraic decay law yields γ = 2.02 ± 0.02 for 10◦ and γ = 1.97 ± 0.04 for 20◦.
The double logarithmic plot in the inset of Fig. 3.1 shows the decaying curve t−2.
The decay curves exhibit a small sensitivity to the hole size. In [49], the decay
exponent γ was also found to be equal to 2 and independent of the opening size.
4 Experiments with microwave billiards
4.1 Measurements at room temperature
The experiments described in this doctoral thesis are based on the electromag-
netic excitation of a microwave cavity (also called microwave billiard). Figure
4.1 shows the parts of a microwave billiard. It is composed of three plates made
of a conductor. Typically copper is used because of its small conductive losses
and affordable cost. The middle plate defines the contour of the billiard while
the upper and lower plate act as closings. The three plates are screwed together.
In addition, wires of solder are put into grooves along the contour of the billiard
in order to improve the electrical contact between the plates. A microwave cav-
ity exhibits resonant behaviour, that is, the field inside of it oscillates at some
frequencies, called its resonance frequencies, with much larger amplitude than at
others.
The microwave power is coupled in and out through antennas which penetrate
partially into the cavity. The antennas consist of a thin wire of about 0.5 mm
diameter which is soldered in a holder. This is screwed on the upper plate as
indicated in Fig. 4.1. The electromagnetic signal is generated by a vectorial
network analyzer model Agilent PNA-L N5230A (in the following shorted as
10
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Fig. 4.1: Sketch of the modular assembly of a microwave billiard. The plates are
screwed together. The hole in the middle plate defines the shape of the
billiard. A thin groove for the solder wire is milled into the middle plate.
VNA). The electromagnetic power is led to one antenna wire (port a) via a
coaxial conductor and fed into the cavity. In transmission measurements, the
output signal is coupled out through another antenna (port b) and in reflection
measurements via the same (port a). The ratio between the output power Pb
and the input power Pa as well as the phase difference between both signals are
recorded. This leads to the definition of the squared modulus of the scattering
parameter as
|Sba(f)|2 = Pout,b(f)
Pin,a(f)
, (4.1)
where Pn is the power at port n. A graphical representation of |Sba(f)|2 versus the
excitation frequency is referred to as a frequency spectrum. Figure 4.2 shows a
frequency spectrum of the closed circular cavity used in the experiments described
in this doctoral thesis. It is measured at superconducting conditions. Resonances
are clearly visible as peaks in the frequency spectrum. In the measurements
described in this doctoral thesis the excitation frequency is varied from 0.05 to
25 GHz.
RF coaxial cables are used to transmit the microwave signal from the VNA
to the antennas. The attenuation of the cables increases with the excitation
frequency but generally does not exceed 5 dB/m. The cables are terminated with
low-loss connectors (SMA 3.5 mm standard). Usually, a calibration of the whole
11
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Fig. 4.2: Experimental transmission spectrum of a closed circular cavity at super-
conducting conditions. The plotted quantity is the absolute value of the
the transmission amplitude of the scattering matrix. The maxima corre-
spond to the resonances. These can be described in good approximation
by a Breit-Wigner function.
setup is performed with an electronic calibration module in order to get rid of
any influence of the measurement device and microwave cables.
Since antennas couple microwave power into and out of the cavity, they act as
point-like perturbations [54]. The less deep the antennas penetrate into the cavity,
the less they influence the field distribution. A clear disadvantage is that then less
power is coupled into the system, and thus the resonance amplitudes diminish and
they eventually cannot be distinguished from the noise level. In measurements at
room temperature a compromise is achieved by choosing the penetration length
of the antenna wires to be half of the cavity height, i.e. 2.5 mm [55]. As will be
explained in Sec. 4.2, in the measurements at superconducting conditions in the
framework of this doctoral thesis, the length is set to 0.5 mm.
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The resonance frequencies, i.e. the positions of the resonances, can only be
resolved if the resonance widths are considerably smaller than the separation
between them (resonance spacings). An appropiate parameter to characterize
the goodness of a resonance is the quality factor. This quantity measures the
average number of oscillations the microwaves undergo before dissipating their
stored energy in the cavity [48]. For a single resonance the quality factor turns
out to be the ratio between the resonance frequency and the resonance width. For
cavities excited at room temperature like those described in Sec. 6, the quality
factors of the resonances lie between 103 and 104. According to the so called Weyl
formula [56], the density of resonances increases with the excitation frequency.
As a consequence, the resonances are resolvable only at low frequencies and thus
the resonances parameters are determinable. At high frequencies, the resonances
overlap and cannot be resolved anymore.
Close to the resonance frequency fn of the nth isolated resonance, the trans-
mission amplitude between two antennas located at points ra and rb in the cavity
can be expressed in good approximation [57, 58] as
Sba ∼ δab − i
√
ΓaΓb
f − f0 + iΓ02
. (4.2)
In this equation Γn,a and Γn,b are the partial widths related to the antennas a
and b, and fn and Γn denote the position and width (FWHM) of the resonance,
respectively. Note that close to a resonance frequency, Sba is essentially given by
the usual Green function up to a certain frequency dependent factor [14]. This
connection can be exploited in experiments in a number of different manners.
Since Γn,a is proportional to the square of the eigenfunction ψ
2
n(ra) of the closed
billiard, the transmission probability between the two antennas is proportional to
ψ∗n(ra)ψn(rb) at the nth cavity resonance. By fixing the position of one antenna,
and varying the position of the second one inside the cavity, it is possible to
extract the wave function by measuring Sba. If the receiving antenna is moved
to the outside of an open cavity the analogy between the microwave cavity and
a quantum billiard is lost and the Green function does not correspond anymore
to Eq. (4.2) but nevertheless the transmission amplitude remains proportional to
Ez(ra)Ez(rb). This will be illustrated by measurements shown in Sec. 6.
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4.2 Measurements at superconducting conditions
For measurements at superconducting conditions all parts of a microwave cavity
are coated with a thin layer (a few µm) of lead. Figure 4.3 illustrates the exper-
imental setup used for these measurements. One or two microwave billiards are
placed into a copper box which is brought into a cryostat. The box is precooled
with liquid nitrogen to a temperature of 77 K. Then the nitrogen is extracted
and the setup is cooled down to a temperature of 4.2 K by means of a thermal
bath of liquid helium. Once the billiards reach the superconducting state at a
critical temperature of 7.2 K, the resonance spectra are measured with a pressure
of about 10−2 mbar in the box. The temperature can be kept stable for approx-
imately 100 hours. Ideally, the resistance inside the walls of the cavity drops to
zero abruptly when it is cooled down below 7.2 K. In reality, dissipation occurs
due to thermal excitation of Cooper pairs by the RF field and also due to a small
residual resistance [59]. The antennas attached to the resonator are connected
to the cryostat lid through semi-rigid RF cables. These are led inside vacuum
roughing hoses. Vacuum feedthroughs on the cryostat lid provide the joint with
the cables which are connected to the VNA. A software programm controls the
operation of the VNA. A microwave switch connected to the VNA ports enable
the automatic gathering of data sets from different antenna combinations. The
helium level, temperature and pressure in the copper box and in the cryostat are
continuosly controlled during the measurements.
Figure 4.4 shows a part of two transmission spectra taken between two an-
tennas placed in a circular billiard with an opening on the boundary (see inset
of Fig. 4.4). The two curves correspond to measurements performed at 4.2 K
(solid) and 77 K (dashed). The decrease of the resonance widths in the spec-
trum measured at 42 K is significant (in particular for the right peak) yielding
a great increase of the quality factor. As a consequence complete sequences of
resonance data (position and width) may be obtained for closed resonators up
to high frequencies. For the right peak of Fig. 4.4 at 77 K, Q ≈ 1500 while at
4.2 K, Q ≈ 84000. The characteristic width of the resonances measured under
superconducting conditions is mainly due to the electrical coupling of the antenna
wires to the cavity. Resonances taken in cavities at normalconducting conditions
additionally acquire a width due to dissipation of microwaves in the copper plates.
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Fig. 4.3: Schematic picture of the experimental setup for measurements at su-
perconducting conditions (from [60]). The billiard is brought into an
evacuated copper box and the whole device inserted into a cryostat filled
with liquid helium. The billiard is connected to the VNA through coax-
ial cables and a microwave switch. The measured data are transferred
to a PC during the measurement.
We moreover observe a shifting of the resonance frequencies between both spectra
which is the result of the thermal contraction of the cavity (see Fig. 4.4).
In the next chapter measurements with open microwave billiards at supercon-
ducting conditions are presented.
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Fig. 4.4: Transmission spectra taken between two antennas placed in a circular
billiard with an opening on the boundary (see inset). The crosses a and
b indicate the positions of the antennas. The solid curve corresponds to
a measurement at superconducting conditions whereas the dashed one
to a measurement at normal conducting conditions.
5 Survival probability in open quantum
billiards
5.1 Description of open quantum systems
5.1.1 Survival and decay probabilities
In reality, a quantum system is not isolated but interacting with its environment
and has to be considered as an open system. This interaction leads to a mixing of
the states, usually called decoherence, and to an energy exchange between system
and environment which is typically known as dissipation.
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As explained in Sec. 2.2 an exact mapping between the measured quantities
and the eigenstates of the Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) is possible in microwave
experiments allowing to view the microwave resonator as an “analog computer”
solving the Schro¨dinger equation. Since these experiments measure the outcome
of scattering events it seems reasonable to adopt the formalism derived in the
theory of quantum mechanical scattering. A very useful object for analyzing the
process of quantum scattering is the scattering matrix that relates the outgoing
wave amplitudes to the incoming ones [61]. In the more general description of
the Hamiltonian approach (initially derived by Weidenmu¨ller and Mahaux in the
framework of nuclear physics [62]) the cavity is coupled to the outside by leads and
the internal motion manifests in the properties of the scattering matrix [58, 63].
Assuming M open channels in the leads and N discrete states for the bound
system, the M ×M scattering matrix can be written in the form [62]
Scc′(E) = δcc′ − 2pii
〈
c, E|W †(E −H + ipiWW †)−1W |c′, E〉 (5.1)
with
H = H − ipiWW †. (5.2)
Here H stands for the N -dimensional self-adjoint Hamiltonian describing the
bound system, the states |c, f〉 refer to the continuum states, f is the frequency
of the incoming waves, and W denotes an M ×N operator that contains matrix
elements Wic coupling the bound mode i to the open channel c. No continuum-
continuum coupling is permitted in the model.
The solution of the whole scattering system depicted in Fig. 5.1 is written as
Φ =
(
ψ
φ
)
, where ψ is the internal wave function represented by the N -component
vector (ψ1, ..., ψN)
T and φ is a M -component vector (φ1, ..., φM)
T , with
φn ∝ (Aneik
(n)
q x +Bne
−ik(n)q x) sin(k(n)⊥ y). (5.3)
the solution of the Schro¨dinger equation inside the lead of width d for the open
channel n. The coordinate x is defined along the center line of the waveguide with
origin at the attached point to the cavity and the coordinate y is perpendicular to
it. In Eq. (5.3) k
(n)
q =
√
k2 −
(
k
(n)
⊥
)2
and k
(n)
⊥ =
npi
d
denote the two components
of the wave vector k, one transversal and one longitudinal to the lead boundaries.
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Fig. 5.1: Sketch of a scattering system (from [64]). A shaped cavity containing
N bounded states and described by a Hamiltonian H is attached to an
infinite rectangular lead of width d.
The amplitudes An and Bn are the nth components of the vectors A and B of
incoming and outgoing wave amplitudes, respectively. As mentioned previously,
they are linked by the S-matrix, i.e. B = SA. The index n defines the number
of nodes of the wavefunction in transversal direction to the lead boundary or
equivalently, the number of quantum mechanically open channels and is equal to
the largest integer less or equal to kd/pi.
The probability P (t) that the system remains bounded at time t is defined as
P (t) = Tr(ρ(t))/Tr(ρ(0)) (5.4)
with ρ(t) being the density matrix of the system at time t. In the following P (t)
is referred to as the survival probability. For a closed system P (t) = 1. The time
evolution of the density matrix is given by the effective Hamiltonian H according
to
ρ(t) = eiHtρ(0)e−iH
†t. (5.5)
An explicit expression for P (t) in terms of the scattering matrix is given as
P (t) ∝
∫ ∫
df1df2
ei(f2−f1)t
f2 − f1
∑
n,m
A∗nAm(S
†(f1)S(f2))nm − δnm
]
, (5.6)
for a complete derivation see [64] or [65].
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According to the continuity equation, the total current leaking out of the
cavity shown in Fig. 5.1 is connected to the survival probability by
j(t) = −∂P (t)
∂t
. (5.7)
Then from Eqs. (5.6) and (5.7) follows
j(t) ∝
∫ ∫
df1df2e
i(f2−f1)t
∑
n,m
[
A∗nAm(S
†(f1)S(f2))nm − δnm
]
, (5.8)
which shows that the decay of an open quantum system is essentially determined
by the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function S†(f1)S(f2). This result
was initially derived by Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller [? ]. If the wave packet
impinges the system through only one of the open channels (as actually is the
case in the experimental realization), say the channel a, then Aa = 1, Ab 6=a = 0
and the current reduces to
j(t) ∝
∫ ∫
dfdeit
∑
a
[
(S†(f)S(f + ))aa − δaa
]
, (5.9)
where a change of variables (f1, f2) → (f,  = f2 − f1) has been carried out.
Since in the experiments no reflection elements of the scattering matrix (i.e. Saa)
are measured, the product of (5.9) is restricted to the transmission parameters
Sab, b 6= a, where a and b symbolize the positions of the antennas. Then the
expression used for the current leaking out of the cavity reads
j(t) ∝
∫ ∫
ddEeit
[∑
a6=b
Sba(f)S
∗
ba(f + )
]
(5.10)
where we have assumed Sab = Sba. Furthermore, since the expression (5.10)
reduces to the Fourier transform of a correlator, the so called Wiener-Khinchin
theorem can be applied [66]. This theorem states in its general form
F
[ ∫ ∞
−∞
g∗(x′)g(x+ x′)dx′
]
= |F [g]|2. (5.11)
where F [g] denotes the Fourier transform of the function g. The computation
of the integrals of Eq. (5.10) in terms of the absolute squared value of the fast
Fourier transform of the measured complex S-matrix elements is considerably
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faster than evaluating the twofold integral. This is one of the reasons why we
decided to compute the leaking current given in Eq. (5.10) instead of the survival
probability given in Eq. (5.6). Summarizing, in the following the current leaking
out of the cavity is simply determined through
j(t) ∝
∑
a6=b
|FT [Sba(f)]|2j(t) =
∑
a6=b
|S˜ba(t)|2, (5.12)
where the sum extends over several antennas combinations.
5.1.2 Resonance widths
The poles of the scattering matrix S are associated with the formation of resonant
states. From Eq. (5.1) of Sec. 5.1.1 it is clear that the formation of resonances
is closely related to the dynamics of the system which is governed by H. Cor-
respondingly, the poles of S represent quasi-bound states to which bound states
of a closed system are converted due to the coupling to the continuum. The
eigenvalues of H can be written as En = fn − iΓn/2 where fn and Γn are the
frequencies and the widths of the resonances, respectively. As shown in Sec. 4.1,
the line shape of every resonance state is well described by a Breit-Wigner func-
tion. Accordingly, the contribution from each mode decays exponentially in time
(deviations are expected for very short and long times [67, 68]). Close to the nth
isolated resonance,
F [Sba(f)] ∝
√
ΓnaΓnbe
−piΓnt. (5.13)
Thus the resonance widths Γn play the key role in the decay since they are
inversely proportional to the lifetimes of the corresponding resonance states. The
distribution of partial widths is also closely related to the decay behaviour.
If the resonances are well isolated, the decay is given by the average of the
(appropriately weighted) decay laws of the N individual resonances,
P (t) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
wne
−piΓnt, (5.14)
where the weight wn is related to the probability of excitation of the resonance
n at time t=0. As found in [69], for long times the sum will be eventually
dominated by the slowest-decaying modes which, according to Eq. (5.13), decay
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exponentially. Furthermore, the contribution of each resonance to P (t) can be
substituted by an average over all possible widths Γ, the weight function being
given by the corresponding width distribution ρ(Γ), yielding
P (t) = Γ¯−1
∫ ∞
0
Γρ(Γ)e−piΓtdΓ. (5.15)
where Γ¯ denotes the average width. In the region of well isolated resonances, the
widths of a generic quantum scattering system with classically chaotic dynamics
are distributed according to the Porter-Thomas distribution [14]
ρPT (Γ) = (2piΓΓ¯)
−1/2e−Γ/2Γ¯ (5.16)
which leads to a survival probability
P (t) = Γ¯−1
∫ ∞
0
ΓρPT (Γ)e
−piΓtdΓ = (1 + 2tΓ¯)−3/2 (5.17)
for one open channel. This result has been generalized to a few open channels and
sufficiently large times by Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller. Using the analytic expres-
sion based on RMT for the S-matrix autocorrelation function (S†(f1)S(f2))nm
(see Eq. (5.6)) in the framework of compound nucleus reaction theory (initially
derived by Verbaarschot, Weidenmu¨ller and Zirnbauer [70]), they showed that in
the regime of isolated resonances [? ]
P (t) ∝ (1 + 2tΓ¯)−M−1/2, (5.18)
with M the number of open channels. Ranging from isolated resonances to
strongly overlapping ones, a lot of work has been devoted to explore the widths
distribution behaviour in quantum mechanical systems with chaotic classical dy-
namics [64, 71–73]. In these references a crossover from the Porter-Thomas dis-
tribution for the regime of isolated resonances to a broad power-like distribution
typical for the regime of overlapping resonances was found. Experimentally, the
distribution of partial widths was investigated with a superconducting microwave
cavity with the shape of a stadium billiard [16, 74] and inside chaotic partially
open systems [75]. In [16] the measurements were performed at superconduct-
ing conditions with a resonator with chaotic dynamics whose boundary is closed,
such that the microwave power can exit the cavity only via the antennas and the
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widths were found to follow a Porter-Thomas distribution. In the systems studied
in the present work, however, the resonators have an opening in the boundary,
such that the individual eigenvalues are not resolvable since the vast majority of
the measured resonances are overlapping. This complicates critically the check
of the statements posted in [64, 71–73]. The largest widths are characteristic for
those states that leave the system after a short time (the ones this work is inter-
ested in) but at the same time they overlap and thus interfere strongly with the
neighbouring resonances. In conclusion, the decay properties of open quantum
systems can be discussed in terms of statistical properties of the scattering matrix
related to the effective Hamiltonian introduced in Sec. 5.1.1.
5.2 Experiment
5.2.1 Design of the resonators
In order to experimentally determine the decay probability in microwave cavi-
ties with regular and chaotic dynamics, different billiards with openings on the
boundary have been used. To investigate the regular dynamics a circular bil-
liard of 120 mm radius was fabricated from copper. The (closed) circle billiard
is a paradigm for regular systems. The eigenfunctions of the quantum circle bil-
liard are given as combinations of Bessel functions and trigonometric functions.
Two quantum numbers, nr and m account for the number of nodes of the wave-
functions in radial and azimuthal directions, respectively. Accordingly, they are
called radial and azimuthal quantum numbers. The size of the opening in the
boundary of the circular cavity ranges from an angle α of 5◦ to 20◦ in inter-
vals of 5◦ (see Fig. 5.2). At the opening the system is coupled to a triangular
lead which permits the quantum states to decay in (see Fig. 5.2). Absorption
material for microwaves is glued to the attached lead walls in order to avoid mi-
crowave reflections back into the cavity. The absorber material used consists of
urethan foam sheets EPP-51 impregnated with carbon (from the company ARC
Technologies). For this system measurements of intensity distribution have been
performed (see Sec. 5.2.2).
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Fig. 5.2: Sketch of the circular billiard with attached lead. The axis transversal
to the opening (dash-dotted line) defines the symmetry line. The an-
tenna positions are indicated with crosses. In the attached lead walls
absorption material has been placed in order to avoid reflections back
into the cavity.
Due to the proximity of the antenna b to the absorption material glued to
the walls (see Fig. 5.2), only a very small current leaking out of the cavity was
measured with the antenna b. Therefore a new enlarged lead was attached to the
circular billiard for the measurements of the resonance spectra. The left panel
of Fig. 5.3 illustrates the dimensions of the new cavity. Again the absorption
material of the lead is attached to the walls to prevent reflection of power back
into the cavity. The area and perimeter of the cavity are 452.4 cm2 and 75.4 cm,
respectively, whereas the area of the lead is about 132 cm2. A desymmetrized
tilted stadium was also designed and manufactured from copper to study the
decay of a chaotic system (see right panel of Fig. 5.3). The opening is cut in the
tilted side wall and its size is chosen as large as the opening sizes d = Rα in the
circle billiard. The area of the stadium billiard and the attached lead is the same
as for the circular cavity in order to obtain comparable resonance densities. The
perimeter of the cavity is equal to 88.7 cm.
Both systems were subsequently plated with a layer of lead of about 100 µm
thickness for measurements at superconducting conditions.
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Fig. 5.3: Scheme of the cavities with the attached leads. The area of the cavities
and leads as well as the opening sizes are the same for both systems.
The antenna positions are indicated with crosses. Absorption material
is attached to the lead walls.
5.2.2 Measurements of intensity distributions of the open
circle billiard
In order to visualize the current leaking out of the open circular cavity depicted in
Fig. 5.2, measurements of the electric field intensity were performed with the so
called perturbation body method using a cylindrical perturber made of magnetic
rubber (for a detailed explanation see page 17 of Ref. [76]). The introduction
of the perturbation body into the cavity changes the boundary conditions and
correspondingly the resonance frequencies are sligthly shifted [54]. According to
the Maier-Slater theorem [77], the frequency shift is proportional to the squared
field at the position of the perturbation. The perturbation body is guided by
an external magnet across the billiard and lead areas with a spatial resolution of
2 mm. The measurements were performed inside a thermostat box at about 300 K
in order to avoid thermal fluctuations which can alter the resonance frequencies
due to thermal expansion of the cavity. Thus by measuring the shift of the
resonance frequencies we determine the electric field intensity distribution, which
corresponds directly to the squared modulus of the quantum mechanical wave
function (see Sec. 2.2).
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Due to the opening in the boundary the rotational symmetry of the circle
is broken and the degenerate quantum states (in the circle states with m 6=
0) are split into doublets. As Fig. 5.4 shows, the corresponding eigenfunctions
are symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to the symmetry axis defined by
the opening position [78]. For the symmetric states the intensity in the lead
is appreciable. On the contrary no intensity is measured outside of the circular
cavity for the long-lived states. Accordingly one partner of the doublet is strongly
affected by the opening (symmetric state) and displaced to lower frequencies
while the other one is barely modified (antisymmetric state). This fact is clearly
reflected in the widths of both states. The width of the symmetric state increases
considerably since it is strongly coupled to the lead and thus decays fast. Such
symmetric states are thus called short-lived. The frequency splitting of doublet
partners increases with the opening size and also with frequency.
The influence of the opening is especially strong for modes with high field
intensity at the opening. The so called whispering gallery modes, i.e. states with
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Fig. 5.4: Part of the frequency spectrum corresponding to the split states of the
doublet with quantum numbers nr = 3 and m = 1. The opening angle is
20◦. Measured electric field intensity distributions are also plotted next
to the resonances.
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Fig. 5.5: Two examples of intensity distributions of whispering gallery modes
in the open circular billiard with opening angle 20◦. The resonance
frequencies are 7.921 GHz (left) and 10.943 (right). For the color scale
see Fig. 5.4.
small nr but large m, as well as single states with m = 0 but large nr are intensely
coupled to the lead [79, 80]. In [80] such modes were found to be short-lived states
coupling strongly to an attached lead and supporting direct transport processes.
In Fig. 5.5 two experimental intensity distributions of whispering gallery modes
are plotted. The state represented in the left panel has a resonance frequency
of 7.921 GHz and its radial quantum number nr is 1. Close to the opening the
patches are deformed since there the field intensity partly leaves the system. The
state represented in the right panel has a resonance frequency of 10.943 GHz and
nr is 2. The rotational symmetry of the whispering gallery mode is broken and the
field distribution adopts a polygonal structure. This is widely observed in other
wave functions whose intensity distributions are located close to the boundary.
The microwave power exiting the cavity into the lead can be detected by
measuring the transmission between one antenna placed inside the resonator and
one antenna inside the lead. Figure 5.6 shows frequency spectra from 0.05 to
30 GHz for each one of the investigated opening sizes where the emitting antenna
a is put inside the system and the receiving one b in the lead. For each opening
there is clearly no transmission below a certain frequency. This can be understood
by using instead of the attached triangular lead of Fig. 5.2 a lead with parallel
metalic walls with Dirichlet boundary condition (2.2). Namely, with the notation
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introduced in Sec. 5.1.1, in a lead with parallel walls the wave vector k can be
decomposed into two components, one transversal and one longitudinal to the
parallel walls. Then the longitudinal component of the wave vector inside the
lead is given as
k
(n)
q =
√
k2 − ( npi
Rα
)2. (5.19)
Only waves with a discrete and finite number of nodes transversal to the lead
boundary can travel through the lead. These correspond to a quantized traverse
wave vector k
(n)
⊥ = npi/Rα. Thus for n = 1 there exists a cutoff frequency fcut
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Fig. 5.6: Measured frequency spectra for each of the considered opening sizes.
The emitting antenna a is put inside the system and the receiving one b
in the lead. Below the cutoff frequency defined by each of the openings
no power is transmited between the antennas (see the main text).
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below which there are no open channels. The cutoff frequency is given by
fcut =
c
2Rα
. (5.20)
The respective cutoff frequencies fcut for the opening sizes 20
◦, 15◦, 10◦ and
5◦ are 3.75, 7.5, 15 and 30 GHz, respectively. They are in very good agreement
with the threshold frequency for transmission observed in Fig. 5.6. These results
confirm that despite coupling the circular cavity to a triangular lead, this can be
effectively treated as a lead with parallel walls. Thus in the case of 5◦ opening,
we detect only some exponential decaying evanescent modes.
5.2.3 Measurements of frequency spectra
The decay behaviour, especially for chaotic systems, has attracted much atten-
tion in the last years. It has been intensively studied in the framework of chaotic
scattering both theoretically [22, 81] and experimentally in microwave resonators
[82, 83]. The results presented in [82] are concerned with the decay behaviour of
a microwave cavity with chaotic dynamics attached to a single open waveguide.
The survival probability was found to decay exponentially. One essential aspect
in [82] is the large absorption of microwave power in the cavity walls at room
temperature, which may be modelled by a large number of ficticious additional
channels [84–87]. Thus the contribution of the absorptive losses to the decay of
the resonances has to be accounted for since it disguises the pure decay through
the opening of the billiard. This has not been considered in [82]. Indeed, an
accurate determination of the survival probability demands measurements at su-
perconducting conditions to minimize the absorptive losses (see Sec. 4.2) which
has not been performed so far.
In this section the results of the measurements of frequency spectra at su-
perconducting conditions are presented. The aim was the determination of the
temporal decay behaviour of quantum systems with regular and chaotic dynamics
in order to establish their common features as well as their differences Experi-
mentally, transmission spectra between two antennas are measured between 0.05
and 25 GHz with a frequency step of 15 kHz. This frequency step size suffices
to resolve the narrowest resonances. Five antennas are put in every system (see
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Fig. 5.3). Three of them are located inside the cavities and two inside the leads.
For both the circle and the tilted stadium two different opening sizes (equivalent
to 10◦ and 20◦ in the circular system) have been used. About 1000 states lie in
the measured frequency range.
Figure 5.7 compares the time spectrum of open cavities measured at room tem-
perature and at 4.2 K. The antennas are placed inside the cavities. The absolute
value of the transmission parameter between both antennas is plotted (obtained
by means of a Fourier transformation of the whole spectrum, see Sec. 6.4) which
describes the temporal decay behaviour of the microwave power inside the sys-
tem. An offset time corresponding to the time the electromagnetic signal needs
for travelling through the cables has been removed and S˜ba(t) has been normal-
ized such that |S˜ba(0)| = 1. At 300 K there is no remarkable difference between
the decays of both systems. We conclude that the decay at room temperature
is effectively governed by absorption in the cavity walls. For the superconduct-
ing cavities, the decay is considerably slower (especially for the regular cavity)
yielding a richer decay structure with several time scales.
Tle lowe panel of Fig. 5.8 shows the frequency spectrum of two of the low-
lying resonance states (m = 3, nr =1) for the open circular cavity. One solid curve
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Fig. 5.7: Comparison of time spectra from the measured open cavities taken at
room temperature (left panel) and at superconducting conditions (right
panel). The absolute value of the Fourier transform of Sba is plotted
versus time, which gives the temporal behaviour of the microwave power
inside the system. Note the different time scales of left and right panel.
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corresponds to an opening size of 20◦ and the other one to 10◦. For comparison
we also show in the upper panel the resonance spectrum measured with the
closed circular cavity as solid line. The frequency spectra were measured with
two antennas located inside the cavity (see inset). The change of the boundary
condition due to the opening of the billiards splits the degeneracies and shifts the
resonance positions to lower frequencies with respect to the resonance frequency
of the closed system. A situation like that presented in Fig. 5.4 is achieved.
The right partner of the doublets has a much smaller width than the left one,
i.e. the hole in the boundary leads to a lift of the degeneracies in the widths and
frequencies of the resonances. In contrast, in a closed circular cavity, the breaking
of the rotational symmetry leads only to a separation of the degenerate resonances
frequencies. The short-lived state is shifted to lower frequencies with increasing
hole size. The widths and resonance frequencies of the presented doublets are
summarized in Tab. 5.1. While the widths of the antisymmetric states are about
one order of magnitude larger than the corresponding one in the closed system,
the widths of the symmetric ones are three orders of magnitude larger. The
small widths of long-lived states explain the long-time tails in the circular system
(cf. Fig. 5.7).
As expected, the width of the left partner of the considered doublet increases
with the size of the hole since it mainly contributes to the decay probability
through the opening. However the opposite behaviour is observed for the right
partner. This strange finding is also found for many other low-lying doublets
and could be related to the mechanism of resonance trapping [88–90]. In this
contraintuitive effect the resonance widths of all states should first increase with
increasing coupling strength to the channels but at a critical coupling they de-
crease again for some of the states. An appropiate scenario to observe such a
phenomenon may be two closely lying resonance states coupled to one common
decay channel [88] like the present case of degenerate quantum states split into
doublets. The effect of resonance trapping has been experimentally observed
in [91].
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Fig. 5.8: A resonance doublet of the closed circular billiard (upper panel). The
inset shows a magnification of the resonance doublet. The same reso-
nance doublet of the open circular billiard with an opening size of 10◦
and 20◦ (lower panel). The antennas lie inside the circular billiard in
both cases (see insets).
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Tab. 5.1: Resonance frequencies and widths of the doublets represented in
Fig. 5.8.
fµ(GHz) Γµ (kHz)
Short-lived state 20◦ 2.5162 11.4368
Short-lived state 10◦ 2.5334 6.7459
Long-lived state 20◦ 2.5503 0.0761
Long-lived state 10◦ 2.5521 0.1543
State 1 closed circle 2.5634 0.0090
State 2 closed circle 2.5637 0.0085
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Fig. 5.9: The same resonance doublet as in Fig. 5.8 with an opening of 10◦ and
20◦. The receiving antenna is located outside the circular billiard (see
inset).
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The same doublet as in Fig. 5.8 is plotted in Fig. 5.9, but this time the re-
ceiving antenna lies outside the cavity (see inset). The amplitude of the right
partners is drastically reduced and mixes with the noise level, i.e. the antisym-
metric states do not leave the system since they correspond to modes very weakly
coupled to the antenna placed outside (compare with Fig. 5.4). Thus to investi-
gate the decay of modes which leave the system quickly through the opening, such
antenna combinations are used (see Secs. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). The isolated resonance
corresponding to the second lowest-lying state in the open stadium billiard (10◦
and 20◦ opening size) is shown in Fig. 5.10. The antennas are located inside the
system (see inset). A large opening manifests itself in wider resonances. This
behaviour is observed for all states. For certain modes, however, the increase of
widths is anomalously large.
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Fig. 5.10: Second lowest-lying state of the tilted stadium with an opening of 10◦
and 20◦.
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5.3 Analysis and interpretation
5.3.1 Temporal decay behaviour of single resonances
Figure 5.11 shows the decay behaviour for six single resonances (dots). The ones
shown in the left panels are obtained from measurements with the open circle
billiard whereas the ones in the right panels result from measurements with the
open stadium billiard. The opening size is the same for both cavities, i.e. 10◦ in
the circular billiard.
According to Eq. (5.13), an exponential decay is expected for an isolated
resonance. However, some states display deviations in the long-time region. For
instance, for the resonances shown in the lowest panels of Fig. 5.11 we observe
three regimes with different decay behaviour: For short times it is exponential
in very good agreement with Eq. (5.13). Then, a subsequent algebraic decay is
observed up to very long times (≈ 20000 ns). Finally the signal mixes with the
noise level. The origin of the algebraic decay behaviour can be understood as
follows: the Fourier transform of the Breit-Wigner function which describes a
single resonance with frequency f0 and width Γ0 (see Eq. (4.2)) is given by
S˜ba(t) =
∫ fmax
fmin
√
ΓaΓb
f − f0 + iΓ02
e−2piiftdf (5.21)
with fmin and fmax being the lower and the upper limit for the Fourier transform.
For short times we have
|S˜ba(t)| ∼
√
ΓaΓb
2pi
e−piΓ0t. (5.22)
The long-time behaviour is determined by performing partial integration of Eq.
(5.21),
S˜ba(t) = −
√
ΓaΓb
2piit
e−2piift
f − f0 + iΓ02
∣∣∣∣fmax
fmin
−
∫ fmax
fmin
√
ΓaΓb
2piit
e−2piift
(f − f0 + iΓ02 )2
df
= −
√
ΓaΓb
2piit
e−2piift
f − f0 + iΓ02
∣∣∣∣fmax
fmin
+O(t−2). (5.23)
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Fig. 5.11: Decay of isolated resonances in spectra measured for the two billiards
(left column: circle; right column: stadium) with an opening of 10◦
(dots). The solid line corresponds to e−2piΓ0t and the dashed line to
A(f0, fmin, fmax,Γ0)/t
2, see Eq. (5.24) in the main text.
For very long times we can neglect the term O(t−2). Taking the logarithm of the
squared modulus of S˜ba(t), we obtain
ln
(
|S˜ba(t)|2
)
= ln(
A(f0, fmin, fmax,Γ0)
t2
)− 2piΓ0t (5.24)
where A(f0, fmin, fmax,Γ0) =
ΓaΓb
4pi2
(
1
(fmin−f0)2+(Γ0/2)2 +
1
(fmax−f0)2+(Γ0/2)2
)
. Accord-
ingly, the solution of the trascendental equation
A(f0, fmin, fmax,Γ0)
t2
= e−2piΓ0t (5.25)
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defines a time scale where the decay behaviour changes from exponential to al-
gebraic. This time scale is called tcross and is indicated in the panels of Fig. 5.11.
The two terms of the right hand side of Eq. (5.24), i.e. the exponential and alge-
braic decay curves, are plotted in the panels of Fig. 5.11 as solid and dashed lines,
respectively. Apart from the upper panels, tcross is clearly observed. It should be
noted that the t−2 decay law is not related to the dynamics of the system but only
to the values of fmin, fmax and Γ0. In the upper panels of Fig. 5.11, the resonances
decay too slowly to observe the t−2 decay due to the small widths Γ0 (0.03 MHz
for the open circular billiard and 0.06 MHz for the open stadium billiard). Cor-
respondingly, tcross lies at times not accessible in the experiments. For the plots
in the middle part of Fig. 5.11, tcross lies at 750 ns (circle) and 8300 ns (stadium).
The algebraic decay describes the data well up to about 15000 ns for the circle
and to 5000 ns for the stadium. For longer times the noise level is reached.
5.3.2 Temporal decay behaviour of the open circle billiard
According to Eq. (5.12), the decay probability is obtained as an average over
the time spectra for antenna combinations. For each antenna combination, only
a finite number of modes is excited. Since the mode excitation, i.e. the partial
width and the amplitude of excitation, and thus the resulting decay function
depend on the antenna position, the sum over all antenna combinations behaves
as an ensemble average.
In the measured systems there are three antenna combinations with antennas
inside the billiards (1-2, 1-3, 2-3, see Fig. 5.3), and six antenna combinations
with one antenna inside and the other outside the cavity (1-4, 1-5, 2-4, 2-5,
3-4 and 3-5, see Fig. 5.3). In the following, the combinations are denoted as I-I
(inside-inside) and I-O (inside-outside), respectively. As seen in Sec. 5.2.3, the I-O
combinations mainly measure the decay of those modes which leave the cavity. In
contrast, the I-I combinations predominantly detect modes which remain trapped
for long times inside the billiards. Figure 5.12 shows the decay probabilities in
three different frequency intervals for I-I combinations (left panels) and I-O ones
(right panels) in the open circle billiard. The opening sizes are 10◦ (dots) and 20◦
(circles). Three different frequency ranges for the Fourier transform of Eq. (5.12)
are analyzed: 2-5 GHz (top), 12-15 GHz (middle) and 20-23 GHz (bottom).
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Fig. 5.12: Decay probabilities in three different frequency intervals for I-I com-
binations (left) and I-O (right) ones in the open circle billiard. The
opening sizes are 10◦ (dots) and 20◦ (circles). Note the different time
scale for the top left panel.
For the frequency interval corresponding to 2-5 GHz and I-I combinations
(left top panel), the decay for the billiard with 20◦ opening is considerably slower
than for the one with 10◦ opening. This is certainly surprising but it can be
understood as follows: In the low-lying region of the spectra we observe states
split into doublets (see Figs. 5.4 and 5.8). As Tab. 5.1 shows, the width of the
antisymmetric state (i.e. trapped state in the cavity) of the doublets is smaller
for the 20◦ opening than for the 10◦ opening. This is related to the mechanism of
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resonance trapping and explains the anomalous decay behaviour since the trapped
states mainly contribute to the decay probability for I-I combinations, having the
largest resonance amplitudes (see Fig. 5.8 and Refs. [88–90]). Furthermore, for
I-O combinations, the antisymmetric state of the doublets cannot be excited (see
Fig. 5.9), i.e. the symmetric states predominantly contribute to the decay. Since
the widths of such states are larger for the 20◦ opening than for the 10◦ opening,
the decay is faster for the former in the interval 2-5 GHz (at least up to 1000
ns, see right top panel). In the frequency ranges 12-15 GHz and 20-23 GHz, the
decay for combinations I-I with an opening of 10◦ (i.e. decay of trapped modes) is
slightly faster than the one corresponding to 20◦. However, for I-O combinations
we do not observe remarkable differences.
For the frequency range 12-15 GHz (left middle panel), a t−2 decay law like for
an isolated resonance (see Sec. 5.3.1) is observed for the I-I combinations. This
can be explained as follows. First, among the states which dominate the decay
behaviour for long times (i.e. the ones with the smallest widths), there is one
whose amplitude is much larger than that of the others. Second, the frequency of
this dominant resonance lies close to 15 GHz (maximal frequency of the interval).
Acordingly, the function A(f0, fmin, fmax,Γ0) from Eq. (5.24) increases and the
t−2 decay law of such a resonance is reinforced. We remark that if the maximal
and minimal frequencies of the interval are shifted by 0.5 GHz, the t−2 decay
behaviour vanishes.
5.3.2.1 Long-time behaviour in the open circular billiard
According to Eq. (5.14), we can express the decay probability as a sum of expo-
nential functions with appropiate coefficients. This is confirmed with the results
presented in this section. Figure 5.13 again shows the decay probabilities for
the opening angle of 10◦ (I-I combinations) in the frequency windows 2-5 GHz,
12-15 GHz and 20-23 GHz for times up to the t−2 decay or the noise level. Beside
the experimental results (dots), three additional curves are shown. In each panel
the solid line results from the decay function obtained from the sum
P (t) =
∑
µ
Aµe
−2piΓµt, (5.26)
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Fig. 5.13: Decay probabilities for I-I combinations and opening size 10◦ (dots).
The sum (5.26) over exponentially decaying functions (solid line), the
exponential function with the smallest decay constant, i.e. width
(dashed line), and the sum over the four resonances with the smallest
widths from Eq. (5.26) (dash-dotted line) are also represented. Note
that the curves are shifted with respect to each other for the compari-
son of the long-time behaviour.
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where the resonance parameters Aµ and Γµ are extracted from the measured
resonance spectra in the corresponding frequency ranges. Only resonances were
taken into account whose shape is well described by a Breit-Wigner function,
i.e. those ones with small enough resonance widths. The dashed line is obtained
from a single exponential function e−βt with the decay constant β equal to that
corresponding to the smallest width Γµ in the sum of Eq. (5.26). Moreover, for
the interval from 12 to 15 GHz (middle panel) the dash-dotted line represents the
sum over the four resonances with the smallest widths in the sum of Eq. (5.26).
In the frequency window 2-5 GHz, the narrowest resonance determines the
overall time behaviour for sufficiently long times (after 2000 ns). Correspond-
ingly, the decay probability behaves exponentially in the long-time region. In the
frequency window 12-15 GHz, however, the state with the smallest width does
not describe the long-time behaviour. Instead, the sum over the four states with
the smallest widths determines the decay behaviour in the interval 500-1800 ns.
The decay is again exponential for sufficiently long times (> 1200 ns) since the
contribution of one resonance is dominant with respect to the others. Accord-
ingly, beside the widths, the amplitudes of resonances definitely play a decissive
role in the decay. In the frequency window 20-23 GHz the term with the smallest
width again suffices to describe the experimental data as in the case of the top
most panel.
In Fig. 5.14 frequency spectra for the intervals shown in Figs. 5.12 and 5.13
are depicted. They are taken with one I-I antenna combination. The lines in-
dicate the position of the resonances associated with eigenstates with m = 1, 2,
3 of the corresponding closed circular billiard and the insets show the intensity
distribution. Due to the contraction of the cavities at low temperatures (see
Sec. 4.2), the exact radius of the circular cavity is not known. The eigenvalues
are obtained as the zeroes of the Bessel functions Jm(kµR). Thus the exact value
of the radius R of the circle billiard can be estimated from the determined zeroes,
i.e. from the position of the low-lying resonances in the spectrum. As can be
seen from the spectrum from 2 to 5 GHz (upper panel of Fig. 5.14), this leads
to a good agreement between calculated eigenvalues and experimental resonance
frequencies. However, for high frequencies (12-15, 20-23 GHz) the position of the
resonances in the spectra are shifted to larger frequencies with respect to the
calculated values.
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Fig. 5.14: Frequency spectra in the windows 2-5, 12-15 and 20-23 GHz taken with
antennas inside the open (20o) circular billiard. The lines and the plots
indicate the theoretical eigenvalues and the intensity distributions of
the associated eigenstates of the corresponding closed circular billiard,
respectively.
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We attribute these discrepancies to the shift of the eigenvalue positions due
to the opening. Indeed, as demonstrated in Fig. 5.8 the change of the boundary
condition when removing part of the wall causes a frequency splitting of the
nearly degenerate doublet partners which increases with the opening size and
with frequency. Taking these discrepancies into account we observe that in the
high-frequency regions (12-15 GHz and 20-23 GHz) most of the resonances with
the smallest widths correspond to states with m = 1, 2, 3 and high nr. They
clearly stick out from the oscillating structure of strongly overlapping resonances
and yield the dominant contribution to the slow decay of trapped modes inside
the billiard. This reflects the observed prominent contribution of certain narrow
resonances to the decay behaviour (see Fig. 5.13). It persists even after averaging
over several antenna combinations. Correspondingly, the exponential decay law
observed in certain (long) time regimes for the three curves presented in Fig. 5.12
is related to these trapped modes [88, 92].
5.3.2.2 Short-time behaviour in the open circular billiard
The decay behaviour for the measured open circle billiards is presented up to 200
ns (≈ 150 tH2) in Fig. 5.15 . Time spectra obtained from the frequency ranges 2-5
GHz (dots), 12-15 GHz (circles) and 20-23 GHz (stars) measured with I-O an-
tenna combinations are plotted as dashed line. The upper (lower) panel shows the
result for 10◦ (20◦) opening. Beside the experimental curves, the corresponding
classical decay is depicted as solid line (see Sec. 3). For high-frequency intervals
the quantum mechanical decay behaviour tends to the classical one in accordance
with the correspondence principle [93] (especially for 20-23 GHz). Accordingly,
the decay in the high frequency regions is well described by a t−2 law.
5.3.2.3 Length spectra
A connection between the spectra of quantum billiards and the periodic orbits of
the corresponding classical system can be obtained by means of a semiclassical
approach based on trace formulas [12]. The effect of classical POs on spectral
2The Heisenberg time tH is defined as ~/〈d〉 with 〈d〉 being the mean level spacing between
resonances. In the present study it is given by Afmax/2pic
2, where A denotes the area of the
billiard and fmax the maximal frequency for the corresponding interval.
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Fig. 5.15: Decay probabilities for the open circle billiard with an opening of 10◦
(top) and 20◦ (bottom) measured with I-O combinations for the in-
tervals: 2-5 GHz (dots), 12-15 GHz (circles), 20-23 GHz (stars). The
corresponding classical decay is also plotted as solid line.
properties of the quantum mechanical system is observable in the Fourier trans-
form of the fluctuating part of the level density,
ρˆfluc(l) =
∫ kmax
kmin
dkeikl[ρ(k)− ρWeyl(k)], (5.27)
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Fig. 5.16: Length spectrum of the closed circular cavity (solid line) and the open
circular cavity with 20◦ opening (dashed line). The corresponding fre-
quency interval is 2-18 GHz.
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where ρ(k) is the measured level density of the system, ρWeyl(k) ∝ k is its
smooth part obtained from Weyl´s formula [93], and [kmin, kmax] is the wave num-
ber interval in which the data are taken. In classical circular billiards, periodic
orbits (POs) are typically stars and polygons (see [94] for some examples of such
orbits). In Fig. 5.16, experimental length spectra ρˆfluc(l) of the closed and open
(20◦) circular billiards are presented. The positions of the peaks agree with the
lengths of the POs and their amplitudes are related to the stability of such orbits.
In a similar context, the time spectrum of the conductance of a microscopic cir-
cular junction with two leads shows peaks which are interpreted as the classical
paths followed by electron waves [31]. The amplitudes of POs corresponding to
polygons with a high number of vertices and to stars are manifestly supressed in
the open cavity. This suggests that these orbits are eminently affected by the hole.
In contrast, the amplitude of the diameter orbit is approximately unaffected in all
repetitions. Experimental studies of relevant POs in a quantum annular billiard
have been also carried out in [95] showing that orbits with marginal stability are
robust to small perturbations (in this case the positions of the asymmetrically
placed disk of the annular setup).
5.3.3 Temporal decay behaviour of the open stadium bil-
liard
Figure 5.17 shows the temporal decay behaviour for three different frequency
regions for I-I antenna combinations (left panel) and I-O ones (right panel) in
the open stadium billiard. The opening sizes used are equivalent to the length
corresponding to angles 10◦ (dots) and 20◦ (circles) in the circle billiard. As
in Sec. 5.3.2, the frequency ranges for the Fourier transform of Eq. (5.12) are
chosen as 2-5 GHz (top most panel), 12-15 GHz (middle panel) and 20-23 GHz
(bottom panel). In contrast to the open circle billiards, the decay is slower for
the billiard with an opening of 10◦ in all three frequency ranges as intuitively
expected, especially for the frequency interval 2-5 GHz3.
3In the interval 2-5 GHz the sharp distinction in the decay behaviour for the two opening
sizes reflects the wide differences in the widths of resonances, see Fig. 5.10.
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Fig. 5.17: Decay probabilities in three different frequency intervals for I-I (left)
and I-O (right) antenna combinations in the open stadium billiard.
The opening sizes are equivalent to 10◦ (dots) and 20◦ (circles) in the
circle system.
5.3.3.1 Long-time behaviour in the open stadium billiard
The same analysis as in Sec. 5.3.2.1 for the circle billiard is performed for the open
stadium billiard. Figure 5.18 shows again the temporal decay for the opening an-
gle of 10◦ (I-I combinations) in the frequency windows 2-5, 12-15 and 20-23 GHz.
The time intervals are chosen such that the long-time behaviour before reaching
the noise level is observable.
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Fig. 5.18: Decay probabilities for I-I combinations and opening size 10◦ (dots).
The sum (5.26) over exponentially decaying functions (solid line), the
exponential function with the smallest decay constant, i.e. width
(dashed line), and the sum over the four resonances with the smallest
widths from Eq. (5.26) (dash-dotted line) are also represented. Note
that the curves are shifted with respect to each other for the compari-
son of the long-time behaviour.
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The solid lines in Fig. 5.18 represent the decay function obtained from the sum
of Eq. (5.26). The dashed lines correspond to single exponential function e−βt
with decay constant β equal to the smallest width in the sum of Eq. (5.26). For the
case of the interval from 2 to 5 GHz (middle panel) and 20-23 GHz (lower panel),
the dash-dotted curves additionally represent the sum over the four resonances
with the smallest widths in the sum of Eq. (5.26). In the frequency window
2-5 GHz, the decay of the narrowest resonance (dashed line) does not describe
the long-time behaviour. This is a similar situation as for the frequency interval
12-15 GHz in the open circle billiard shown in Fig. 5.13. The sum over the four
resonances with the smallest widths approximates the decay function well for long
times. In the present case, however, the four narrowest resonances have similar
amplitudes and widths. Consequently, there is no dominant term in the sum of
Eq. (5.26) such that the complete sum describes the experimental data better
than one or a few summands. Hence, the decay deviates from an exponential
behaviour. In the frequency window 12-15 GHz, however, the decay curve of the
resonance with the smallest width suffices to describe the long-time behaviour.
In the frequency window 20-23 GHz, the sum over the four resonances with the
smallest widths gives again a better agreement with the data. The long-time
decay differs clearly from an exponential decay.
Figure 5.19 shows the decay function for the stadium billiard with an opening
of 20o and antenna combinations I-O. The frequency ranges for the Fourier trans-
form are chosen such that the opening size allows one (3-6 GHz), two (6-9 GHz)
and three (9-12 GHz) open channels. It should be remarked that in the present
case there are no real channels in the sense of a rectangular waveguide (see
Fig. 5.1). However, the openings define similar cutoff frequencies. According
to the result derived by Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller ( Eq. (5.18)), the decay prob-
ability for a chaotic scattering system with isolated resonances, i.e. the time
derivative of the survival probability, is given by
j(t) ∝ (1 + 2tΓ¯)−M−3/2 (5.28)
withM being the number of open channels, i.e. an algebraic decay-law is expected.
A function of the form A(1+Bt)−γ with A, B and γ as fit parameters describes the
experimental data shown in Fig. 5.19 well in certain time intervals, especially in
the intermediate time regime where the prediction of Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller,
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Fig. 5.19: Decay probabilities for the stadium billiard with an opening of 20◦ and
one (3-6 GHz), two (6-9 GHz) and three (9-12 GHz) open channels
(dots). The algebraic fittings describe quite well the decay curves from
the experimental data (solid lines).
i.e. formula (5.18), is expected to be valid. Moreover the fitted decay exponents
γ are in good agreement with the ones expected according to Eq. (5.28). For
the frequency interval 3-6 GHz we obtain γ = 2.53 ± 0.05 in the time interval
340-1540 ns, for 6-9 GHz, γ = 3.54 ± 0.07 in the time interval 210-1540 ns and for
9-12 GHz, γ = 4.51 ± 0.11 in the time interval 200-1540 ns. Hence, an algebraic
decay is observed and the expected dependence on the number of open channels
is obtained.
5.3.3.2 Short-time behaviour in the open stadium billiard
The decay behaviour for the measured open stadium billiards is presented in
Fig. 5.20 up to 100 ns (≈ 75 tH). The frequency ranges for the Fourier transform
are 2-5 GHz (dots), 12-15 GHz (circles) and 20-23 GHz (stars). Furthermore, the
corresponding classical decays are depicted as solid line (see Sec. 3). Similarly to
the behaviour in the open circle billiards, for the frequency window 20-23 GHz,
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the quantum mechanical decay behaviour tends to the classical one. As exposed
in Sec. 3, the classical decay is described by an exponential function e−βt with β
the inverse of the classical dwell time, see Eq. (3.1). In [82] this decay behaviour
is also found for an elbow billiard with one open channel. However, as pointed
out in Sec. 5.2.3, the large absorption in the cavity walls in the experiments of
[82] raises the question whether the considered scattering system corresponds to
a one-channel case.
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Fig. 5.20: Decay probabilities for the open stadium billiard with an opening of
10◦ (top) and 20◦ (bottom) measured with I-O combinations for the
intervals: 2-5 GHz (dots), 12-15 GHz (circles), 20-23 GHz (stars). The
corresponding classical decay is also plotted as solid line.
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5.4 Conclusions
The quantum-mechanical decay probability is computed from the resonance spec-
tra by means of the formula (5.18) suggested by Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller [? ].
It corresponds to an approximation of the analytic expression for the S-matrix
autocorrelation function derived by Verbaarschot, Weidenmu¨ller and Zirnbauer
in the context of compound nucleus reaction theory [70].
For the shortest times accessed experimentally, the decays tend to the corre-
sponding classical analoga in the semiclassical limit for both the open circle and
the open stadium billiard (power-law t−γ for the former (see Fig. 5.15) versus
exponentially fast e−βt for the latter (see Fig. 5.20) where β is intimately related
to the parameter which specifies the classical dynamics, i.e. the classical dwell
time τW ). In the present experiments the decay exponent γ is obtained as 2 in
agreement with the classical behaviour described in [49] and in experiments with
dielectric cavities [23]. Similarly, in atom-optics billiards a power-law escape be-
haviour was observed for atoms trapped in an open circular billiard up to about
20 τW [25]. In the same reference a nearly exponential behaviour is obtained for
the stadium billiard up to 10 τW . In the experiments described in the present
section we observe the same behaviour as in [25] up to similar time scales for both,
the circle and the stadium. However, for longer times quantum mechanics smears
out the clear difference between chaotic and regular motion in striking contrast to
the classical decay. In [34] the decay rate for long times (above 100 tH) is shown
to obey a clear power law that depends on the number of open channels.
In the long-time region and for I-I antenna combinations, we find for both the
chaotic (stadium billiard) and the regular (circle billiard) situations frequency
intervals where an exponential long-time tail is observed due to the dominance
of some long-lived modes (see Fig. 5.13). These have smalls widths and large
excitation amplitudes. For the circular billiard these modes correspond to sharp
resonances with large nr but small m
4 (see Fig. 5.14). For the stadium billiard,
however, a weighted sum over a few resonances describes the experimental data
better in some frequency intervals (see Fig. 5.18). Thus, there the decay behaviour
deviates from a pure exponential one. In other frequency intervals the current
4As explained in Sec. 5.2.2 nr and m are the radial and azhimutal quantum numbers, re-
spectively.
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probability eventually transitions to an exponential decay in accordance with
results obtained in [69].
For the stadium billiard with I-O antenna combinations we observe that in the
long-time region the decay probability shows an essentially nonexponential be-
haviour despite the fact that single resonances decay exponentially (see Fig. 5.17).
In the regime of isolated resonances, the decay probability is well described by a
power-law behaviour (see Eq. (5.28)) obtained by replacing the sum in Eq. (5.26)
by a weighted average over the resonance widths. The expected dependence on
the number of equivalent open channels proposed by Harney, Dittes and Mu¨ller in
the frame of quantum chaotic scattering is achieved for one, two and three open
channels (see Fig. 5.19). In contrast, for some time regimes in the circle billiard
the decay probability exhibits exponential features (see Fig. 5.12). States with
large nr but small m (i.e. whispering gallery modes) as well as the symmetric
partners of the doublets are the ones which first leave the system through the
opening. This is confirmed by measurements of field intensity distributions (see
Fig. 5.5) which are in good agreement with the graphical results of [79, 80] where
a semicircular cavity has been attached to two leads.
6 Double-slit experiments with
microwave billiards
6.1 Motivation
The diffraction of an incident plane wave by a single slit in a two dimensional
region is well understood. There exist approximations to the solution of this
problem depending on the ratio of the wavelength λ to the slit size d and on
the distances between the source, the slit plane and the observation point. Some
examples come from optics (the far field Fraunhofer approximation [96], the near
field diffraction of Fresnel [97], the Fresnel-Kirchhoff diffraction integral [97] and
Keller´s geometrical theory of diffraction [98]). But there is one exact method
for solving this problem: the so called Fourier-Lame´ method [99], which is based
on the separation of the wave equation in elliptical coordinates.
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For the double-slit problem, however, no exact analytical solution is known.
In 1801 Thomas Young performed for the first time the double slit experiment
[36]. Light beams passing through a double slit produced interference fringes.
Assuming the incidence of a plane wave, the interference pattern at a distance
much larger than the separation between slits is well described by the Fraunhofer
diffraction integral [97].
In 2005, G. Casati and T. Prosen performed a numerical simulation of a
double-slit experiment with a Gaussian wave packet which is initially confined
inside a billiard domain [43]. This domain is connected to an exterior region via
two small slits in a straight wall of the billiard. The resulting interferences after
successive diffractions of the packet are detected in the exterior region. Both
regions are two-dimensional. The evolution of the wave packet is governed by the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. Two different shapes for the boundary of
the billiard domain are used. A pi/4 triangular billiard represents a completely
integrable system (see left picture of Fig. 6.1). If the hypotenuse of the triangle
is replaced by a circular arc the system becomes fully chaotic (see right picture
of Fig. 6.1).
As time proceeds the wave packet bounces at the billiard walls and once it
encounters the slits, part of the wave packet exits the billiard. For the study of
screen screen
Regular Chaotic
Screen Screen
Fig. 6.1: Sketch of the open quantum billiards used in the numerical simulation
of [43]. The initial state is taken as a Gaussian wave packet pointing to
the slits (symbolized with a cloud and an arrow).
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the interference patterns in the exterior region the probability current
~j(~r, t) =
~
2mi
(~∇ψ(~r, t)ψ∗(~r, t)− ~∇ψ∗(~r, t)ψ(~r, t)) (6.1)
is recorded along a horizontal line parallel to the straight wall of the billiard with
the slits at a distance l (in the following referred to as the screen, see Fig. 6.1).
It should be remarked that, in contrast to the typical double-slit experiment
performed in a stationary regime, i.e. at a certain frequency, the present case deals
with time-dependent interference patterns. The main result of this calculation is
shown in Fig. 6.2. The time- averaged component perpendicular to the screen,
I(x) =
∫
dtjy(x, y = l, t), (6.2)
is plotted versus the distance to the middle point on the screen corresponding to
the center point between the slits. In the case of the billiard with regular dynam-
ics, the interference pattern is similar to the well known result from double-slit
(I+I )/21 2
I(chaotic)
I(regular)
-0.8 -0.4 0 0.4 0.8
x
I(
x
)
3
1
2
0
Fig. 6.2: Main result of the numerical simulation presented in [43]. The solid
line shows the intensity on the screen for the double-slit experiment in
the regular billiard. The dotted line is the intensity for the double-slit
experiment in the chaotic billiard and the dashed line represents the
sum of the intensities of the corresponding single-slit experiments. The
position on the screen is given in units of the billiard length.
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experiments with plane waves in the Fraunhofer regime (far field region), i.e. the
encountered intensity equals the sum of the intensities from the two correspond-
ing single-slit experiments plus an interference term. In the case of the billiard
with chaotic dynamics, the intensity on the screen turns out to equal the super-
position of the two diffraction maxima radiated from each of the single slits. As a
consequence the fringes disappear and the intensity becomes unimodal. Note that
the visibility of the fringes depends on the initial parameters of the wave packet
and the clear distinction between the regular and chaotic dynamics observed in
Fig. 6.2 was only obtained for certain initial conditions [100].
The experiments described in the next sections were initially motivated by
these results. However, in experiments with microwave billiards the time evolu-
tion of an initial state is described by the electromagnetic wave equation instead
of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. Patterns obtained from the emission
from single and multiple antennas are numerically and experimentally studied.
The emission from a single antenna provides an omnidirectional wave pulse. We,
moreover, developed a new method, where the microwave power was excited by
arrays of multiple antennas in order to obtain a directed initial state as applied
in the numerical simulation of [43]. This represents a novel method in the inves-
tigation with microwave billiards [101].
6.2 Experiment
In the experiments two microwave billiards with different shapes have been used,
a rectangular one for studying interference patterns from a system with regular
dynamics and a desymmetrized tilted stadium for a system with chaotic dynamics.
The upper panel of Fig. 6.3 shows a photography of the top view of the rectangular
cavity with dimensions 768 × 475 mm. The ratio of the side lengths is taken as
the golden ratio (
√
5 + 1)/2 in order to avoid degeneracies of the eigenmodes.
The lower panel of Fig. 6.3 shows a photography of the cavity with the shape
of a desymmetrized tilted stadium. The radius of the quarter circle is 415 mm
and equals the length of the bottom side of the attached trapezoid. The length
of the left side is 370 mm. Both billiards enclose the same area and thus provide
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Fig. 6.3: Photographs of the microwave cavities used in the double-slit experi-
ments. The top view of the rectangular billiard is shown in the upper
panel. The shape is defined by the screws which squeeze together the
bottom and top plate and the frame in between. In the middle panel
the billiard in form of a tilted stadium is shown. The slits are indicated
by arrows in the zoom of the slit region.
similar numbers of states according to Weyl´s formula [93]. The construction of
the microwave cavities is modular as described in Sec. 4.1. The bottom side of
the billiards shown in Fig. 6.3 is composed of three modular bars of copper which
enable the variation of the slit size and distance between slits (d and s in Fig. 6.4,
respectively). The slits are magnified in the lower photography of Fig. 6.3 (the
circular holes visible in the zoom are used to screw the copper bars to the top
and bottom plates).
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Sets of small holes (2 mm diameter) are drilled in the top plates of the billiards
for the microwave antennas (see upper photography of Fig. 6.3). Their purpose
will be explained in Secs. 6.5 and 6.6.
Figure 6.4 illustrates schematically the experimental setup. The RF power,
generated by the VNA, is coupled into the billiard through a fixed antenna a
placed at a fixed position inside the billiard (see Sec. 4.1). The wire of the antenna
a penetrates 2.5 mm, i.e. half the height of the cavity, into the billiard. In order
to measure the electrical field due to the leakage of microwave power through the
slits, a receiving antenna b of 15 mm length is moved in steps of 5 mm (one third
of the minimal wavelength) over a grid of points closely lying to the billiard edge.
For this antenna a flexible coaxial cable is used. The distance l between the edge
of the billiard and the closest measuring point is set to 20 mm. The middle point
s
d
l
Dx
Dy
y
x
VNA
b
a
Fig. 6.4: Schematic view of the experimental setup. The antenna a is fixed inside
the billiard and the antenna b is moved in small steps (∆x= ∆y = 5 mm)
in the vicinity of the slits to measure the electrical field. The distance
between the slits and the slit size are denoted by s and d, respectively.
The distance to the measuring points is denoted by l. The coordinate
system (x, y) used in the following is depicted. The microwave radiation
is generated by the VNA.
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of the metallic pin of the antenna b is carefully aligned with respect to the plane
defined by the billiard slits.
The antenna b is guided by a carriage attached to a positioning unit (see
upper photography of Fig. 6.5). This unit is driven by bipolar step motors and
connected to a computerized numerical control (CNC) module. A PC programm
communicates via serial interface with the VNA and the CNC. The VNA is
calibrated in order to remove the effects of the cables and the connectors on the
measured spectra. These effects include reflections at connectors, attenuation
in the cables and the time delay of the signal corresponding to the length of
the cables (see Sec. 4.1). The transmission element Sba of the scattering matrix
is measured between the antenna a and b. The transmission amplitude can be
related to the product Ez(ra)Ez(rb) of the electric fields enabling the access to
the electrical field Ez(rb) outside the cavity (see Sec. 4.1). For each position of
the antenna b, a frequency spectrum from 0.5 to 20 GHz with a step of 5 or
10 MHz is taken. Such a large frequency step (cf. with measurements presented
in Sec. 5.2.3 where the step was 15 kHz) is used since the measurements with a
movable receiving antenna are time-consuming.
The measurements were carried out inside a so called anechoic chamber (see
the lower photography of Fig. 6.5). Such a room is used by microwave engi-
neers for far field RF measurements. Pyramidal polyurethane foam structures
VHP-12 NRL (from the company Emerson & Cuming) cover the whole surface
of the chamber and ensure microwave attenuation of the reflected power down to
-50 dB over the frequency range, in which the measurements are performed [102].
All metallic parts of the measurement are covered with microwave absorption
material. The absorption material consists of urethan foam sheets impregnated
with carbon (EPP-51 material from the company ARC Technologies). Moreover,
the cable connected to the receiving antenna is coated by an absorptive double
layer (urethan foam EPP-51 and urethan flat plate EPF-11) in order to suppress
reflections between the RF-cable coat of copper and the billiard edge.
Figure 6.6 shows a frequency spectrum for the rectangular billiard taken with
the emitting antenna a placed in the resonator and the receiving antenna outside
at the point x=0, y = 320 mm (see coordinate system introduced in Fig. 6.4). The
antenna a is put symmetrically with respect to the slits at a distance 400 mm from
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vector
network
analyzer
movingantenna
CNC module
positioning
unit
microwave billiard
Fig. 6.5: Experimental setup for the measurement of interference patterns (upper
photography). The microwave billiard is placed on a table and carefully
aligned with the moving antenna, which is coated with an absorber foam
and guided by a positioning unit. The microwave power is coupled from
the vectorial network analyzer through a coaxial cable into the cavity.
The lower photography shows a full view of the anechoic chamber.
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Fig. 6.6: Frequency spectrum of the open two-slit rectangular billiard measured
with the emitting antenna a inside the resonator and the receiving an-
tenna b placed outside.
the lower billiard edge. The slit size d is set to 9.5 mm and the distance s between
slits is 78 mm. The spectrum shows many sharp resonances corresponding to
quasi-bound modes. Below the cut-off frequency c/2d = 15 GHz defined by the
slit size (see Sec. 5.2.2), the transmission amplitude is notably suppresed5. Below
5 GHz the signal is completely attenuated. The narrow transmission amplitude
can be realized in the small values on the vertical axis.
6.3 Stationary wave patterns
The squared modulus of the measured transmission scattering matrix element
|Sba|2 as function of the position x of the receiving antenna b is presented in
5In contrast to the results of Fig. 5.6 described in Sec. 5.2.2 propagation of modes for
frequencies smaller than the cutoff frequency of the slits is observed. Due to their small width
the slits cannot be treated as a lead with parallel walls.
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Fig. 6.7 (solid curves) for the rectangular (left panel) and the stadium billiard
(right panel). It is measured at a distance l=155 mm from the bottom edge
of the billiard (for definition of l see Fig. 6.4). The frequencies are chosen as
resonance frequencies of the corresponding billiards. The slit size and the distance
between slits are d=8 mm and s=76 mm, respectively. The solid curves in Fig. 6.7
correspond to a symmetrical position of the emitting antenna with respect to the
slits, i.e. x=0. For the rectangular billiard, we observe an interference pattern
with a central maximum located at x=0 and two symmetrical lateral maxima.
If the emitting antenna is placed away from the line x=0 through the middle
point between the slits, we obtain a very similar interference pattern i.e. the
measured patterns are nearly independent of the position of the emitting antenna
as expected from a stationary field distribution inside the resonator. Similar
results from double-slit experiments with water surface waves from billiards with
regular dynamics have been published in [103]. It should be noted that the
motion of water waves also obeys the two dimensional Helmholtz equation and
their motion in billiards with hard walls is equivalent to a quantum mechanical
problem of a particle moving inside such a billiard.
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Fig. 6.7: Stationary intensity patterns for the rectangular billiard (left panel)
and the stadium billiard (right panel). The solid lines correspond to
a position of the emitting antenna on the line x=0. The theoretical
patterns corresponding to Eqs. (6.3) and (6.6) are plotted as dot-dashed
lines in the left and right panel, respectively.
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The interference patterns for the rectangular billiard are well described by the
Fraunhofer formula,
I(x) = I1(x) + I2(x) + 2
√
I1I2 cos(
ksx
l
). (6.3)
which is valid in the far field region with d2/(lλ) < 1 [97]. For the parameters
of the setup presented in Fig. 6.7, d2/(lλ) ≈ 0.01. The formula consists of the
sum of the intensities I1(x) and I2(x) radiated by each individual slit plus an
oscillatory term which describes the interferences between the emitted waves by
the slits [97]. The intensities I1 and I2 are obtained from the corresponding
single slit experiments and are well described by I(x) = sinc(kdx
l
)2. The curve
corresponding to Eq. (6.3) is plotted as dot-dashed line in the left panel of Fig. 6.7.
According to the so called random plane wave model [5], the wave function
in a chaotic billiard can be described as a superposition of plane waves with the
same wave number |~kn| = k and random amplitudes and directions, i.e.
ψk(~r) =
∑
n
ane
i~kn~r. (6.4)
This ansatz yields a Bessel function of the first kind of order 0 for the spatial
correlator [5]
〈ψk(~r)ψk(~r′)〉 = J0(k|~r − ~r′|). (6.5)
This implies that the fields at the position of the slits are correlated as J0(ks)
and the interference term of Eq. (6.3) is modified [103]. Accordingly
I = I1 + I2 + 2
√
I1I2J0(ks) cos(
ksx
l
). (6.6)
For wave numbers k for which J0(ks) = 0 the interference term vanishes and
the intensity should equal the sum of intensities of single-slit experiments. A
measured interference pattern for the tilted stadium is shown as solid line in the
right panel of Fig. 6.7. The intensity corresponding to Eq. (6.6) is plotted as
dot-dashed line. No agreement between Eq. (6.6) and the experimental results is
found. In fact, the visibility (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin) of the measured pattern
is comparable with the one of patterns of the rectangular billiard. However,
in general the patterns do not exhibit spatial symmetry as in the rectangular
billiard. Indeed, for all stationary patterns that were measured the interferences
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never disappear, neither for wave numbers canceling the interference term, i.e.
J0(ks) = 0, nor for other k. It should be noted that also the results for chaotic
billiards with water surface waves [103] do not provide convincing evidence that
the total intensity equals the sum of the intensities for the single-slit experiments.
Examples of two dimensional intensity patterns for the rectangular and sta-
dium billiard are shown in Fig. 6.8. The slit size d is 20 mm and the distance
between slits s is set to 240 mm. The grid of measured points covers an area of
0.5 m2 (see Fig. 6.8). In the two upper left panels the intensity patterns for two
isolated resonances of the rectangular billiard with frequencies f=5.758 GHz and
7.731 GHz are shown. The emission patterns are symmetric with respect to the
line x=0. This is due to the symmetrical distributions of intensities inside the
resonator. In the regime of overlapping resonances the transmission spectrum
shows an oscillating structure. The frequencies f = 10.910 GHz and 17.025 GHz
correspond to two maxima of these oscillations. In this case the interference
patterns are slightly asymmetric. The asymmetry is related to the overlapping
of the resonances. Consequently, several modes are excited simultaneously with
different strength such that the resulting field distribution has no spatial symme-
try. For the stadium billiard non-symmetric interference patterns are observed
reflecting the random field distribution of the corresponding modes. There are
even cases where the emission mainly takes place from just one slit, for instance
for f = 4.557 GHz and for f = 10.124 GHz in Fig. 6.8.
These results provide the first insight into the effect of the shape of the bil-
liards on the interference patterns. For the regular case patterns similar to those
obtained in the original double-slit experiments are obtained. It should be re-
marked that such interference patterns are only observed for sharp resonances.
For the stadium billiard, interferences are also observed in the stationary inten-
sity patterns. Their strong asymmetry with respect to the line x=0 is due to
the spatial distributions of the chaotic eigenstates. In the next sections the time
evolution of interference patterns is investigated.
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Fig. 6.8: Two dimensional intensity patterns over a grid of measuring points for
the rectangular (left panels) and tilted stadium billiard (right panels).
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6.4 Interference patterns in the time domain
6.4.1 Time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation versus Helmholtz
equation
In quantum mechanics the time evolution is governed by the time-dependent
Schro¨dinger equation
i~∂tψ(~r, t) = Hˆψ(~r, t) (6.7)
where Hˆ is the Hamilton operator. In the simulation of [43] described in Sec. 6.1,
the initial state is taken as a Gaussian wave packet
ψ(~r, 0) = exp
(
− (~r − ~r0)
2
2σ2
)
exp
(
i~k(~r − ~r0)
)
(6.8)
propagating in the direction of the wave vector ~k. By means of the quantum
mechanical propagator K(~r, ~r0, t, t0), the time evolution of an initial state ψ(~r0, t0)
can be expressed as [104]
ψ(~r, t) =
∫
d~r0K(~r, ~r0, t, t0)ψ(~r0, t0). (6.9)
The evolution of electromagnetic waves, which is relevant for the experiments
presented here, is described by the differential equation
1
c2
∂2tEz(~r, t) = ∆Ez(~r, t). (6.10)
The time evolution of the initial state in the electromagnetic case can also be
expressed with the propagator formalism
Ez(~r, t) =
1
4pic2
[ ∫
G
d2~r0K(~r, ~r0, t, t0)
∂Ez(~r0, t0)
∂t
−
∫
G
d2~r0
∂K(~r, ~r0, t, t0)
∂t
Ez(~r0, t0)
]
, (6.11)
where K(~r, ~r0, t, t0) denotes the electromagnetic propagator [105] and G is the
bounded domain from which the initial state Ez(~r0, t0) is evolved (in the present
case the billiard surface). As can be seen from the above considerations, the
wave equations describing the time evolution of wave packets in microwave and
quantum billiards are not equivalent. The situation differs clearly from that of
the stationary case where one can exploit the analogy of the Schro¨dinger equation
and the scalar Helmholtz equation (see Sec. 2).
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6.4.2 Emission from a single antenna in free space
In Sec. (4.1) a relation of the measured transmission amplitude Sba between anten-
nas at positions rb and ra and the cavity Green function Gˆ(~rb, ~ra, f) was shortly
outlined. In analogy the propagator is related to the Fourier transform of the
experimentally obtained scattering matrix transmission element, i.e.
S˜ba(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Sba(f)e
−2piitfdf ∼ K(~ra, ~rb, t). (6.12)
The experimental data consist of a set of N data points from fmin to fmax at
discrete frequencies and correspondingly a discrete Fourier transform has to be
applied to the measured data,
S˜ba(tj) = ∆f
N−1∑
n=0
Sba(fn)e
−i2pitjfn (6.13)
where tj = (j − 1)/(fmax − fmin) and ∆f is the experimental frequency step
(5 MHz).
To illustrate the relation between S˜ba(t) and K(~ra, ~rb, t) we performed a mea-
surement of the transmision between two antennas in free space. A fixed emitting
antenna a is hanging from the ceiling of an empty room and the receiving an-
tenna b is moved around in a plane perpendicular to the antenna wire a in steps
of 5 mm. The minimal and maximal frequencies are set to 0.5 and 20 GHz, re-
spectively. The grid of measured points, i.e. positions of the antenna b covers a
surface of 1000 × 600 mm. Thus the Sba elements are measured as function of the
spatial coordinates and frequency. The propagation of the wave pulse emitted
from the fixed antenna in all directions is clearly observed in the three snapshots
for t=0.2, 0.4 and 1 ns (top to bottom) shown in Fig. 6.9.
In free space the theoretical expression for the propagator introduced in
Eq. (6.11) is obtained as [105]
K(~r, ~r0, t, t0) =
Θ(t− t0 − |~r − ~r0|/c)√
(t− t0)2 − |~r − ~r0|2/c2
(6.14)
where Θ(x− x0) denotes the step function, i.e. Θ(x− x0) =
 1 if x ≥ x00 if x < x0 .
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Fig. 6.9: Three snapshots of the propagation of the wave pulse emitted by a
dipolar antenna. For the color scale see Fig. 6.8. The measurement
was performed in free space. The right panels show the propagation
projected along the line x=0 as solid line. The propagator corresponding
to Eq. (6.14) is plotted as dashed line.
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The solid lines in the plots shown in the right panels of Fig. 6.9 result from
the projection of |S˜ba(~rb = (0, y), t)|. The propagator corresponding to Eq. (6.14)
is plotted as dashed line. The behaviour of the measured wave pulse is well
described by the theoretical curve. The central peak and the inner ring structure
observed in the measurements is not well described by the theoretical propagator.
They correspond to a quasi-bound mode trapped between the antennas.
6.4.3 Emission from a single antenna in microwave bil-
liards
In this section we analyze the spatial structure and the time evolution of the field
outside the billiards in the vicinity of the double slit. The emitting antenna a
is placed inside the billiard symmetrically with respect to the slits at a distance
of 400 mm to the slits whereas the distance l of the receiving anntena b to the
edge of the billiard equals 320 mm (see Fig. 6.4). The antenna b is also located
symmetrically with respect to the slits. The slit size and the distance between
the slits are 8 mm and 78 mm, respectively. The squared modulus of the Fourier
transform |S˜ba|2 is presented in the upper left panel of Fig. 6.10 for the rectangular
and in the upper right panel for the tilted stadium billiard. The position of the
peaks correspond to travel times of the wave pulse after passing through the
slits, i.e. classical paths from antenna a to antenna b. Some examples of such
classical paths are shown in the upper pictures. The positions of the peaks are
called escape times in the following. The first peak in the left panel of Fig. 6.10
(rectangular billiard) has a double structure: The prominent peak (the first escape
time) corresponds to the time of flight for a direct path between antennas a and b
through the slits (path 1 in the upper left picture) whereas the smaller peak (the
second escape time) corresponds to a path which includes an additional bounce
of the wave pulse off the upper boundary (path 2 in the upper middle picture).
The third escape time corresponds to the reflection of the wave pulse in the left
and right boundary before reaching the slits (path 3 in the upper right picture).
Following this procedure we can assign a classical path between a and b to all
peaks in the upper panels of Fig. 6.10.
In addition to the experimental results plotted in the upper panels of Fig. 6.10,
results from a ray tracing simulation of the classical billiards are presented in
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Fig. 6.10: Time spectra for the rectangular and the stadium billiard (upper pan-
els). The antenna b is sited behind the double- slit at a distance of
320 mm. Results from a ray tracing simulation are shown in the lower
panels. The Heisenberg time tH is marked with an arrow. The up-
per pictures illustrate the shortest classical paths from antenna a to
antenna b. For details, see the main text.
the lower panels. The simulation is done as follows: A point-like particle is
injected from the position of antenna a. In order to simulate the omnidirectional
character of an initial wave pulse, the initial direction of the particle sweeps 5 ·106
equidistant angles from 0 to 2pi. The particles leave the classical billiard via the
slits. Once a particle escapes, its time of flight from the slit to the position of
antenna b is added to its time of flight inside the billiard and the total time of
flight is recorded. The particle number corresponding to a given time of flight is
counted and shown in the lower panels of Fig. 6.10. Below the Heisenberg time
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tH (equal to 13.8 ns for both systems, see Sec. 5.3.2.2), the classical times of flight
agree well with the escape times of the experimental wave pulse. The quantum
dynamics is expected to follow the classical behaviour for times t < tH as clearly
shown in [34]. Then the good correspondence between the quantum-mechanical
and classical results allows us to ascribe each peak in the quantum-mechanical
transmission amplitudes to a specific classical trajectory connecting the antennas
a and b.
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Fig. 6.11: Decay probability for the rectangular billiard (left panels) and for the
stadium billiard (right panels). The probability decreases exponentially
in the time window accessible in the experiments (see logarithmic plots
in the lower panels).
Figure 6.11 shows the decay probability of the two billiards in linear scale
(upper panels) and logharitmic scale (lower panels)6. The parameters d, s,
l and the position of the emitting antenna a are the same as for the results
6In contrast to the measurements presented in Sec. 5.2.3, the decay probability through the
slits is here mainly governed by absorption in the billiard walls (in analogy to the decays shown
in the left panel of Fig. 5.7).
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presented in Fig. 6.10. The least square fit of an exponential function e−βt
yield decay constants β = 0.043 ± 0.003 ns−1 for the rectangular billiard and
β = 0.036 ± 0.005 ns−1 for the stadium. Correspondingly, after approximately
t = 50 ns the squared transmission amplitude has decayed by a factor of e−2.
Figure 6.12 shows an intensity plot for the rectangular and the stadium bil-
liard, i.e. the squared modulus Fourier transform of the scattering matrix element
|S˜ba|2 versus the coordinate x of the antenna b along the horizontal axis and the
time t along the vertical axis. The parameters d, s, l and the position of the
emitting antenna a are the same as for the results presented in Fig. 6.10.
For every escape time, i.e. every time the diffracted wave pulse arrives at the
positions of the antenna b, an interference pattern is observed as a color variation
along the x axis. This pattern is due to interferences between the waves emitted
from the two slits when the wave pulse hits them. As a result of the spatial
symmetry of the rectangular billiard, every element of the cylindrical wave pulse
emitted by the antenna with initial momentum direction ~k = (kx, ky) travels the
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Fig. 6.12: Time evolution of the intensity patterns of the rectangular (left panel)
and stadium billiard (right panel). The squared modulus of the Fourier
transform |S˜ba|2 is represented versus the coordinate x along the hori-
zontal axis and the time t along the vertical axis. For the color scale
see Fig. 6.8.
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same path as its counterpart with ~k = (−kx, ky). Accordingly, when they hit the
slits there is no phase difference between them and the maxima and minima of
their interferences remain at the same positions independent of the escape times.
For the stadium billiard, however, there is no spatial symmetry and consequently
the positions of the maxima and minima move to the right and to the left.
In order to quantify how the interference patterns are affected by the time
evolution of the phase difference between the waves emitted from the two slits,
the measured intensities |S˜ba(t)|2 are averaged over time. It should be noted
that this is equivalent to evaluating Eq. (6.2). The maximal time experimentally
accessible corresponds to 1
∆f
, where ∆f is the frequency step size used in the
experiment. In the present measurements ∆f = 10 MHz which corresponds to
a maximal time of 100 ns. The time average is performed up to 75 ns (which
corresponds to about five times the Heisenberg time) since the contributions of
|S˜ba(t)|2 at longer times are negligible small (see Fig. 6.11).
The resulting time averaged intensity patterns (see Fig. 6.12) are shown in
Fig. 6.13 as solid lines. For the rectangular billiard, the interferences survive
the time averaging. For the stadium billiard, however, the interference fringes
disappear as a result of the shiftings of the maxima and minima as function
of time. Small remnants of an interference pattern are due to dominant peaks
coming from the first two escape times (see Fig. 6.12).
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Fig. 6.13: Comparison of the time-averaged intensity from double-slit experi-
ments (solid lines) with the sum of the intensities from the correspond-
ing single-slit experiments (dashed lines). The left panel corresponds
to the rectangular billiard and the right panel to the stadium billiard.
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Beside double-slit experiments, single-slit ones are also performed. In Fig. 6.13
the sum of the squared modulus |S˜ba|2 measured in two single-slit experiments
(dashed lines) is compared with the result of the double-slit experiment. For the
rectangular billiard the interference fringes are only present in the case of the
double-slit. For the stadium billiard, however, the shapes of both curves overall
agree reproducing the expected diffraction maximum.
As explained above, in the case that the emitting antenna a is placed inside
the rectangular billiard on the symmetry line between the slits x = 0, the phase
difference of the waves emitted by the two slits does not change with time and
thus we observe interferences. However, if the emitting antenna is displaced from
the symmetry line between slits, the interference fringes of the time-averaged
intensity distribution disappear (see Fig. 6.14). This can be understood since the
waves exiting the two slits do not travel the same path length and thus have a
varying phase relation. Thus the result is more similar to that from the stadium
cavity as can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 6.13. This finding confirms that
the mechanism leading to the emergence of the interference fringes observed in
the left panel of Fig. 6.13 is linked to the position of the emitting antenna with
respect to the slits, i.e. they show up as a consequence of the spatial symmetry
~
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Fig. 6.14: Intensity measured outside the rectangular billiard with two slits. The
emitting antenna is positioned non symmetrical with respect to the
slits and located at a distance of 237.5 mm from the lower edge of the
billiard and 10 mm from the left one as depicted in the inset.
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and not of the dynamics. The results of the experiments with a single emitting
antenna presented in this section lead to the following conclusions:
• Clear interference fringes are only observed for the rectangular billiard with
the emitting antenna placed on the symmetry line x=0 defined by the slit
positions.
• Interference fringes are not observed for the stadium billiard and for the
rectangular billiard with emitting antenna placed asymmetrically with re-
spect to the slits.
• For the stadium billiard the sum of the intensities of the corresponding
single-slit experiments is roughly equal to the intensity of the double-slit
experiment.
As explained in Sec. 6.1, the initial state of the numerical simulation of [43]
corresponds to a localized wave packet with a well defined direction in clear
contrast to the propagation shown in Fig. 6.9. Thus the experimental results
presented in this section are not directly comparable to the simulation. To further
explore the differences in the intensity patterns from the billiards with regular
and chaotic dynamics, the next sections deal with the preparation of initial states
with a well defined direction.
6.5 Excitation of the billiards with an elongated
wave packet
6.5.1 Preparation of an elongated wave packet
As explained in Sec. 6.4.3 the experiments with a single emitting antenna do not
have the same initial state as in the numerical simulation of Casati and Prosen
where a wave packet with a given propagation direction was considered [43].
One method how to create an initial state with a preferred direction comes from
the field of radar engineering. Let us consider a linear array of antennas. If all
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antennas emit in phase the circular wave fronts evolving from every single antenna
will be superimposed to form two elongated wave packets similar to plane waves
propagating perpendicular to the array line, one moving forward and another
one backward. Moreover, if consecutive antennas emit with a certain constant
phase difference, the resulting elongated wave packet will be then inclined with
respect to the normal to the array line. This is illustrated in the left panel of
a a D= ( )t
c
tD
Dy
a
Fig. 6.15: Schematic picture demonstrating the procedure for the excitation of
an elongated wave packet using an array of equidistant antennas posi-
tioned close to the boundary.
Fig. 6.15, where the wave fronts emitted by each antenna are depicted as circles.
The signals of neighbouring antennas at a distance ∆y are emitted with a time
delay ∆t. Accordingly the initial angle α of the elongated wave packet is
α = arcsin
c∆t
∆y
. (6.15)
As can be seen from Eq. (6.15), the proposed method offers the advantage of
varying the initial angle α of the elongated wave packet by using different time
delays ∆t. The resulting elongated wave fronts from the linear array of antennas
are depicted as solid lines in Fig. 6.15. The backward front is reflected at the left
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boundary into the same direction as the forward front. It is important to place
the antennas close to the boundary so that the forward and backward wave fronts
are as close to each other as possible. On the other hand close to the boundary
the field intensity decreases due to the Dirichlet boundary condition (2.2). It
was checked numerically that the most effective excitation of the elongated wave
packet is obtained for an array of antennas 10 mm apart from the left boundary.
For the measurements a vertical array of holes for the emitting antennas has
been drilled close to the left boundary of the billiards into the top plate of the
microwave billiards (see right panel of Fig. 6.15). In the experiments a frequency
spectrum is measured for each emitting antenna of the array separately and sub-
sequently Fourier transformed as explained in Sec. 6.4.2. Because of the linearity
of Eq. (6.10), we can superpose the Fourier spectra of every antenna. Thus, the
electric field of the resulting elongated wave packet can be written as
Ez(~r, t) ∝
∑
i
(∫
G
d2~r0K(~rb, ~r0i, t, t0+i∆t)
∂Ez(~r0i, t0)
∂t
)
∝
∑
i
S˜ba(~rb, ~r0i, t0+i∆t),
(6.16)
where K(~rb, ~r0i, t, t0 + i∆t) stands for the electromagnetic propagator introduced
in Sec. 6.4.1 and r0i for the position of antenna i in the vertical array. The second
term in Eq. (6.11) has been set to zero by proper choice of initial conditions, i.e.
Ez(~r0, t0) = 0. So, we add the time spectra S˜ba for the different exciting antenas
in the array, and each time spectrum is shifted by an amount ∆t.
We first study numerically the propagation of the elongated wave packet inside
the closed rectangular cavity. The propagator of Eq. (6.11) is expanded in terms
of the set of eigenfunctions of the rectangular billiard as
K(~r, ~r0, t, t0) ∝
N∑
n=1
ψ∗n(~r)ψn(~r0)
ωn
sin(ωn(t− t0)), (6.17)
where ωn and ψn(~r) are the resonance angular frequency and the eigenfunction of
the nth state of the rectangular billiard, respectively. The number of eigenstates
N used in the simulation is 4900. Three snapshots corresponding to the results of
the numerical calculation are shown in Fig. 6.16. The simulation shows well di-
rected propagation until 30 ns which is about half of the maximal time considered
in the experiments (see Sec. 6.4.3). Since in the experiments the slit dimensions
are small compared to the size of the billiards we may conclude that the wave
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0.6 ns
3.8 ns
7.5 ns
Fig. 6.16: Three snapshots corresponding to the results of the numerical simula-
tion of the propagation of an elongated wave packet inside the rectan-
gular billiard. An array of 59 antennas close to the left boundary has
been used. For the color scale see Fig. 6.8.
packet is barely distorted due to the openings. Thus the numerical results can
approximate the experimental situation.
6.5.2 Experiments with an elongated wave packet
According to the results of the numerical simulation an array of 59 antennas
placed 10 mm apart from the left boundary in the rectangular billiard yields
a well directed elongated wave packet. Thus we used this configuration in the
experiments. The distance between neighbouring antennas ∆y is 7.5 mm. The
time resolution is 0.05 ns thus yielding a minimal angle α of about 66◦ (see
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Eq. (6.15)). However, the time resolution can be increased by interpolating the
discrete experimental data points in the time spectra enabling the generation
of angles from 0◦ to 90◦. The elongated wave packet is sent towards the slits
and the initial angles are chosen such that the wave packet populates a certain
family of periodic orbits of the rectangular billiard. The intensity of the waves
that escape through the slits as function of the time of flight (in length units)
is plotted in the left panels of Fig. 6.17 for angles α = 35◦ (upper panel) and
α = 54◦ (lower panel) which correspond to the family of periodic orbits depicted
in the insets. For α = 35◦ we observe a clear periodic structure of the escape
times which we interprete as follows: The elongated wave packet is emitted from
the array of antennas. At the time it hits the double slit, a part of it escapes and
travels to the antenna b outside the billiard. This corresponds to the first peak
in the time spectrum. The reflected part of the wave packet follows the classical
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Fig. 6.17: Time spectra (left panels) and time-averaged intensity patterns (right
panels) for the elongated wave packet prepared in the rectangular bil-
liard with an array of 59 antennas. In the upper panels the initial angle
is set to 35◦ (diamond orbit) and in the lower ones to 54◦ (triangular
orbit).
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Fig. 6.18: Time evolution of the intensity pattern outside the rectangular billiard.
An elongated wave packet is prepared with an angle of 54 ◦ (triangular
orbit of Fig. 6.17). The squared modulus Fourier transform S˜ba is
represented versus the coordinate x along the horizontal axis and the
time t along the vertical axis. For every escape time no interference
fringes are observed. For the color scale see Fig. 6.8.
trajectory of the inset until it hits the slits again. The length of the trajectory is
1.85 m which agrees with the spacing between the peaks in the experimental time
spectrum (upper left panel). For α = 54◦ the reflected part of the wave packet
at the slits flies to the upper right corner and returns to the slits. This distance
corresponds to half the length of the family of periodic orbits shown in the inset.
It equals 1.24 m what again agrees well with the spacing between the peaks in
the experimental time spectrum (lower left panel).
The right panels of Fig. 6.17 show the time averaged intensities as function
of x. They do not show interference fringes. Figure 6.18 shows the time evolution
of the intensity patterns for a wave packet prepared with α = 54◦. It reveals
that even the intensity patterns for a given escape time do not show interference
fringes, which is in contrast to the case of a single emitting antenna (cf. Fig. 6.13).
An explanation for this behaviour is still lacking.
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The same experiment was done in the tilted stadium with an array of 43
antennas placed 10 mm apart from the left boundary as in the rectangular billiard.
The distance ∆y between adjacent antennas is set again to 7.5 mm7. The intensity
of the waves escaping through the slits is plotted in the left panels of Fig. 6.19 as
function of the time of flight (in length units). The initial angles α are 21◦, 41◦,
and 61◦ (from up to down). The peak positions show only a weak dependence
on the initial angle but their amplitudes vary appreciably except that of the
highest peak at about 7.5 m. The distance between successive peaks equals 0.8 m
and corresponds to the period of the shortest unstable periodic orbits, i.e. the
diffractive bouncing ball orbit with length 0.83 m and the orbit reflected in the
circular arc and in the opposite corner (0.92 m) (see insets of the upper left panel
of Fig. 6.19). This hints the dominance of these orbits in the patterns. This
is also suggested by two further observations. On the one hand the numerical
computations of wavefunctions show localization on these orbits. Furthermore
the ray tracing simulations presented in Sec. 3 indicate the trapping of particles
in the vicinity of the mentioned periodic orbits. All this shows that indeed,
these two periodic orbits play an important role in the dynamics of the stadium
billiard. The time averaged intensity patterns (right panels of Fig. 6.19) reflect a
weak non symmetrical interference structure which depends only slightly on the
initial angle.
The very clear periodic structure of the escape times in the rectangular bil-
liard leaves no doubt that the achievement of an initial state with a preferred
direction is obtained. Then, in spite of the mentioned open questions, i.e. the
weak interference structure in the case of the stadium billiard and the absence
of interferences in the case of the rectangular billiard, the method of combining
time spectra from different antennas enables the preparation of a wave packet
with a well defined direction of propagation. This will be further exploited in the
next section.
7The reason for taking 43 antennas instead of 59 lies on the smaller length of the left billiard´s
boundary (370 mm in the stadium versus 475 mm in the rectangle).
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Fig. 6.19: Time spectra (left panels) and time-averaged intensity patterns (right
panels) for the elongated wave packet prepared in the stadium billiard
with an array of 43 antennas. The initial angles are set to 21◦, 41◦,
and 61◦ (from up to down).
6.6 Excitation of the billiards with a Gaussian
wave packet
6.6.1 Preparation of a Gaussian wave packet
Using the same principle as in the previous section we now try to prepare a
wave packet propagating in a well defined direction. Similarly to the numerical
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simulation of [43] presented in Sec. 6.1, we choose a Gaussian wave packet as
initial state,
Ez(~r, t0 = 0) = exp
(
− (~r − ~r0)
2
2σ2
)
exp(i~k(~r − ~r0)), (6.18)
where ~r0 denotes the central position of the initial wave packet and σ its width.
According to the propagator formalism described in Sec. 6.4.1 an initial state
evolves in the following way
Ez(~r, t) ∝
∫
G
d2~r′S˜ba(~r, ~r′, t, t0)
∂Ez(~r′, t0)
∂t
−
∫
G
d2~r′
∂S˜ba(~r, ~r′, t, t0)
∂t
Ez(~r′, t0),
(6.19)
where the propagator K(~r, ~r′, t, t0) in Eq. (6.11) has been replaced by the Fourier
transform of the transmission amplitude S˜ba(~r, ~r′, t, t0) between two antennas at
positions ~r′ and ~r. As in Sec. 6.5, the second term in Eq. (6.19) can be set to
zero by proper choice of initial conditions, i.e. Ez(~r′, t0) = 0. Since we can obtain
Sba(~r, ~r′, t, t0) experimentally only for discrete antenna positions ~r0i, the integral
entering Eq. (6.19) has to be subsituted by a sum over discrete points ~r0i in the
restricted domain where the antennas are placed. Hence, the time evolution is
obtained from the equation
Ez(~r, t) ∝
∑
i
S˜(~r, ~r0i, t, t0)
∂Ez(~r0i, t0 = 0)
∂t
. (6.20)
Inserting the time derivative of Eq. (6.18), the final expression for the constructed
wave packet reads
Ez(~r, t) ∝ −iω
∑
i
exp
(
− (~r0i − ~r0)
2
2σ2
)
exp(i~k(~r0i − ~r0))S˜ba(~r, ~r0i, t, t0). (6.21)
It is proportional to a sum over the measured time spectra weighted by complex
coefficients. The initial direction and the width of the wave packet can be varied
arbitrarily since ~k = k(cosα, sinα) and σ are free parameters. However, the width
σ should be chosen larger than the minimal wavelength used in the experiments,
λmin = 15 mm. On the other hand if it is chosen much larger than the size of
the domain of emitting antennas the coefficents would be all approximately 1
and all antennas would equally contribute. Thus σ is chosen of the order of the
size of this domain. The time evolution of such a constructed electromagnetic
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wave packet is used in the experiments for the study of the dependence of the
interference pattern on the billiard geometry as well as on the initial angle, and
so enable a more direct comparison with the simulation by Prosen and Casati
[43].
6.6.2 Experiments with a Gaussian wave packet in free
space
As in the case of a single emitting antenna (see Sec. 6.4.2) the propagation of
the wave packet constructed according Eq. (6.21) can be tested experimentally
in free space. The wave packet is constructed from a squared array of 5×5
positions ~ra of the emitting antenna and the transmission spectra Sba(~rb, ~ra, f)
are measured. For each of the 25 positions ~ra, the emitting antenna hangs from
the ceiling of an empty room and the receiving antenna is moved, i.e. ~rb is varied
in the vicinity of ~ra in a plane perpendicular to the metallic wire of the emitting
antenna. The experimental parameters ∆x = 5 mm, ∆y = 5 mm, fmin = 0.5 GHz
and fmax = 20 GHz are taken as those of the measurements described in Sec. 6.4.2.
The independent frequency spectra for each emitting antenna position are Fourier
transformed into the time domain and finally the time spectra are added up
according to Eq. (6.21). The result is shown in Fig. 6.20 for three snapshots
of the wave packet propagation. The width of the packet σ is 20 mm and the
initial angle α depicted in Fig. 6.21 equals 31◦. Thus, the electric field can be
obtained as function of the spatial coordinates and time. The wave packet moves
into the expected direction with an angle α = 31◦ and spreads out fastly. The
spatial structure of the spreaded wave packet reveals propagation in additional
directions. We attribute this effect to the discretization of the source points.
6.6.3 Experiments with a Gaussian wave packet in mi-
crowave billiards
For the construction of an initial wave packet with a directional propagation as
described in Sec. 6.6.1, a squared array of 25 antennas is drilled in the top plates
of the billiards at distances of 7.5 mm as shown in the sketch of the left picture
of Fig. 6.21.
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Fig. 6.20: Three snapshots of the propagation in free space of a Gaussian wave
packet constructed from 25 emitting antennas. For the color scale see
Fig. 6.8.
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Fig. 6.21: Sketch and photography of the experimental disposition for construct-
ing a wave packet inside the resonators. 25 holes for the antennas are
drilled into the top billiard plates.
The right picture is a photography of the top plate of the rectangular billiard.
The position of the central antenna of the squared array is located on the line
x=0 at a distance of 400 mm from the lower edge of the billiards. Similarly to the
elongated wave packet construction (see Sec. 6.5), initial angles are chosen such
the wave packet initially moves along periodic orbits in the rectangular billiard.
The angle α is defined as indicated in Fig. 6.21.
Three cases corresponding to different values of the inital angle α are analyzed
in the following. Figure 6.22 shows in the left panels the time spectrum and in
the right panels the time-averaged intensity pattern for an initial Gaussian wave
packet with parameters α = 90◦, σ = 30 mm (top panels), α = 54◦, σ = 30 mm
(middle panels) and α = 22◦, σ = 30 mm (bottom panels) in the rectangular
billiard. The case α = 90◦ corresponds to an initial direction towards the slits,
i.e. the wave packet moves along the vertical bouncing ball orbit. Thus it travels
hence and forth reflecting at the upper and the lower edges and the escape times
exhibit a clear periodicity. The period of the escape times in the left panel agrees
well with the length of the bouncing ball orbit (0.95 m). In the top right panel
of Fig. 6.22 the time averaged intensity pattern displays interference fringes with
visibility of close to 100 % (the visibility was defined in Sec. 6.3).
The initial angle α = 54◦ corresponds to the periodic orbit shown in the
inset of the left middle panel of Fig. 6.22. The peak structure observed in the
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Fig. 6.22: Time spectra (left panels) and time-averaged intensity patterns (right
panels) for a constructed wave packet starting with an initial angle of
90◦ (top), 54◦ (middle) and 22◦ (bottom) in the rectangular billiard.
The dotted lines in the top left panel indicate the periodicity of the
escape times.
middle left panel shows no clear periodicity. We believe that this originates from
the spreading of the wave packet in additional directions, cf. Fig. 6.20. The
visibility of the interference pattern in the middle right panel of Fig. 6.22 is
approximately 50%.
The differences between patterns from the rectangular and the stadium billiard
are especially remarkable for initial angles close to 20◦. The initial angle α = 22◦
corresponds to the orbit depicted in the inset of the bottom left panel of Fig. 6.22.
In the bottom left panel the peaks appear stochastically, but in the bottom right
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panel the spatial intensity shows interference fringes. The visibility is 86 %.
The presence of a few prominent peaks, especially that at about 1.5 m in the
time spectrum might suggest that these peaks dominate the interference pattern.
However, the form of the interference pattern is barely modified if the largest
peak is removed.
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Fig. 6.23: Time spectra (left panels) and time-averaged intensity patterns (right
panels) for a constructed wave packet starting with an initial angle of
90◦ (top), 54◦ (middle) and 22◦ (bottom) in the stadium billiard. The
dotted lines in the top left panel indicate the periodicity of the escape
times.
The same inital angles are chosen in the stadium billiard. The results are
shown in Fig. 6.23. The peaks in the top left panel (α = 90◦) again appear pe-
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riodically. The period equals the length of the vertical diffractive orbit shown in
the inset. The length of this orbit is 0.83 m. In the top right panel the visibil-
ity of the interferences has decreased to approximately 60 %. In addition they
are slightly non symmetrical. In spite of remainings of interferences for the sta-
dium billiard, the billiard dynamics leads to visible differences in the interference
patterns (compare with the top right panel of Fig. 6.22).
The dominant peaks in the middle left panel (α = 54◦) display a periodic
structure corresponding to the period of the vertical diffractive orbit. We again
suspect that the wave packet sticks in the vicinity of this periodic orbit. In
addition further narrow peaks in between are observed. The visibility of the
interference fringes shown in the middle right panel of Fig. 6.23 is moderately
lower than the one for the rectangular billiard (see the middle right panel of
Fig. 6.22).
In the bottom left panel (α = 22◦) the escape times exhibit no periodicity.
The interferences in the bottom right panel disappear almost completely and the
visibility equals 17 %.
Hence the largest discrepancies in the behaviour of the intensity patterns are
observed for the initial angle α = 22◦. A question which inmediately arises is
why in the regular case interferences are well-established for certain initial angles
but not for others.
6.7 Conclusions
The emission of a wave pulse from a single antenna generates an onmidirectional
pulse. This provides no possibility to distinguish the effect of the billiard dynam-
ics (regular or chaotic) on the interference patterns formed by the part of the
wave pulse exiting via two slits in the boundary. Unless the emitting antenna
lies on the symmetry line defined by the two slits, the portions of the wave pulse
which interfere after exiting the slits travel along different paths. Correspond-
ingly, the interference fringes measured along a line at a certain distance from the
lower edge of the billiard change their spatial positions with time. Thus, when
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averaging over time the interferences are unavoidably lost. Hence the choice of an
initial momentum (i.e. definite direction) seems to be crucial for the emergence
of interference patterns.
A first experiment to control the initial direction of propagation of the con-
structed wave packet was performed with a vertical array of antennas. The excita-
tion of subsequent antennas with a certain time shift allows the construction of an
elongated propagation front. In the rectangular cavity the measured time spectra
|S˜ba|2 reproduce quite well the periodicity of the classical periodic orbits moving
in the direction of propagation (at least the shortest ones). However measured
intensity patterns yield no interferences for the elongated wave packet. Moreover
very weak interferences are formed for the patterns corresponding to the stadium
billiard. In addition the time spectrum of the stadium exhibit periodicities cor-
responding to the vertical diffractive periodic orbit. In order to supress its effect,
these experiments have also been performed with absorption material inserted at
the corner enclosed by the quarter circle and the tilted wall. Despite this corner
is hit by the diffractive orbit, similar results have been obtained. This finding
suggests that other orbits reinforced by the focusing property of the circular arc
may generate the mentioned periodicity and the remnants of interferences.
A second experiment was carried out with a square array configuration of 25
antennas. The combination of the spectra measured with each of the antennas
provides a method to create a directed wave packet. A test of the propagation
of an electromagnetic Gaussian wave packet in free space shows a fast spread-
ing after few ns and additional propagation directions. In the stadium billiard
remnants of interferences are observed practically for all initial angles although
the visibility is in general larger for the rectangular cavity. For angles close to
20◦ the interferences are almost completely supressed for the stadium billiard
whereas they arise with high visibility (about 85 %) for the rectangular one. The
underlying mechanism for the formation of interferences is not fully understood
since the high sensitivity of the patterns to initial parameters of the wave packet
does not allow to pose robust conclusions. Hence the result presented by Casati
and Prosen [43] is approximately reproduced only for certain initial directions.
It should be remembered that in the simulation of Casati and Prosen the sharp
distinction between patterns from billiards with regular and chaotic dynamics
was only obtained for certain initial conditions, too.
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7 Final considerations
In the present work the decay rate and the spatial structure of the field leaking
from microwave billiards opened at the boundary via one or two holes have been
investigated. The effect of the dynamics, i.e. regular or chaotic, on the temporal
decay behavior and on the wave patterns has been explored. Since every physical
measured system is by definition coupled to its environment (by means of the
measurement apparatus) and therefore not isolated, the topics covered by this
work may be relevant not only for the study of open quantum systems but also for
practical applications. The problem of quantum transport in mesoscopical devices
like quantum dots and quantum corrals is very closely related to the escape of a
quantum particle from a billiard [31]. According to the results shown in Sec. 5,
the quantum mechanical temporal behaviour follows that of the corresponding
classical one up to about 100 tH and deviates for longer times due to the influence
of a few narrow resonances. This was also found in other publications [35, 69].
The measurements of the decay probability in circle billiards with small pieces
of microwave absorber attached to the boundary (see Ref. [94]) instead of a real
opening have revealed interesting results. Ideally, absorption material does not
reflect microwave radiation. Thus it seems to be very similar to a hole in classical
physics. In fact, the structure of the resonant states measured in systems with
absorbers and real openings differ in a very considerable way. In measurements
with absorbers, the states which are symmetric with respect to the axis defined
by the opening are really difficult to observe in the spectra since they are strongly
absorbed (see dashed line of Fig. 7.1). Because of this, they do not account for
the decay rate. In contrast, in measurements with real openings the waves are
diffracted on the edges of the opening. A part is reflected into the cavity and a
part leaves the system through the opening. Consequently, the short-lived states
can be measured and they contribute to the fast decay (see solid line of Fig. 7.1).
In the stationary regime results of double-slit experiments are in accordance
with those obtained from similar experiments with water surface waves in bil-
liards [103] only in the case of regular dynamics, where for both systems the
intensity equals the sum of the intensities from two single-slit experiments plus
an interference term. For the case of chaotic dynamics, however, the random
plane wave model, which has been shown to describe well wavefunction proper-
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ties of chaotic systems [5], does not describe the experimental observations. In
the time domain the crucial question is how exactly the spreading of the initial
wave packet affects the resulting interference patterns. In the numerical simula-
tion of [43], i.e. quantum-mechanical situation, the spreading of a Gaussian wave
packet is determined by the (quasi-)unitary evolution of the propagator. In the
electromagnetic analog examined in this thesis, the construction of a Gaussian
wave packet can be achieved only approximately since the number of discrete
sources is finite. Moreover, the spreading of the packet has been only tested in
free space and for very short times. Since the long-time evolution of the wave
packet remains unclear it is difficult to estimate the exact consequences of the
rapid spreading on the interferences. However, the appearance of periodicities in
the escape times has revealed the sticking of the constructed wave packet on peri-
odic orbits. On the other hand the authors of [43] have recognized that in the case
of regular dynamics, not all initial configurations produced interference fringes in
the simulation. This is in fact the situation observed in the experiments. Exper-
iments with well directed electromagnetic radiation (like for example beams of
laser light confined in two-slit optical cavities) may extend the results presented
in this doctoral thesis.
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Fig. 7.1: Comparison of the lowest-lying doublet of the circular billard measured
in an open billiard with a real opening (solid line) and with an equivalent
piece of absorber attached to the boundary (dashed line).
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